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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Background
The main objective of the Mine Health and Safety Act 29 of 1996 (MHSAct) is to
provide for protection of the health and safety of employees and other persons at
mines through authorized enforcements of standards and code of practices developed
under the act. In Section 5 of the act, it is stipulated that the employer must, as
reasonably as practicable, ensure the health and safety of employees at the mine.
Section 13.2 further mandates mining employers to establish and maintain systems of
medical surveillance aimed at eliminating or minimizing, controlling, preventing and
detecting occupational diseases. Guidelines regarding medical surveillance for silica
dust exposure are provided in Section 11.7 of the MHSAct.
Currently, medical surveillance for Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS) dust exposure
is mainly focused on the cardiorespiratory organs according to stipulations of Section
11.7 of the MHSAct. This is due to the airborne nature of respirable silica dust which
when inhaled, ends up in bronchioles leading to cell fibrogenesis causing lung
impairment and disease. The cardiorespiratory system is also what is stipulated in the
mandatory Code of Practice (COP) for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance for
monitoring in the South African Mining Industry (SAMI).
However, recent record review and case study articles of RCS dust exposed
individuals have found increasing risk of other diseases such as lung cancer, renal
diseases, and systemic autoimmune diseases like progressive multiple sclerosis. It is
therefore necessary to assess regulations, standards and practices in the SAMI to
determine the effectiveness of the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance system in
place.
Aim of the study
The aim of this research study is to determine if the existing RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance system in the SAMI is effective enough to monitor all organs that
are adversely affected.
Methodology
A combination of the exploratory and confirmatory research study was conducted to
determine the clinical diagnosis methods applied/utilized and/or available during
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standard medical surveillance currently in the SAMI. The exploratory method was
used to survey the current crystalline silica dust exposure medical surveillance
systems and their comprehensiveness to monitor all organs adverse health outcomes
in the SAMI whereas the confirmatory method enabled validation of the theoretical
framework established in the literature against the data that was collated as part of
this research study.
Due to mobility restrictions imposed as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, a data
collection methodology had been designed to ensure compliance to social distancing
regulations. This methodology enabled collection of data through multiple channels
such as face to face interviews, telephonic interviews or email communications
depending on respondent preferences within the social distancing framework. The
same methodology was used for follow-ups with respondents to ensure data quality
and accuracy. Ethical clearance was out of scope for this survey study as there was
no requirement to collect data from/or on individual human participants.
The population for the study was the mining operations in the SAMI which have
considerably high silica content and are known for silica dust emissions. According to
Biffi and Belle (2003), mines with considerably high silica content are found in South
Africa’s hard rock mines such as gold mines, platinum mines, silica and coal mines
making up to 57% of the total number of mines in South Africa (Africa Mining IQ, 2021).
The target sample for the study was at least one mining house each from silica sand
mine operations, gold mine operations, platinum mine operations and coal mine
operations. This target sample was justified as medical surveillance is standardised
at group level and is applicable to all mining operations within the mining group and
the results would be generalisable to the rest of the population in the SAMI.
The Survey Instrument for the study was a questionnaire which was used to solicit
general information on the location, size, commodity, and type of the sampled mining
operations.

The general information helped to analyse the sample and gave

comparative insights into medical surveillance across different mining operations. The
questionnaire also enabled collection of key variables on clinical diagnosis methods
used/available during medical surveillance in the SAMI and this was used to validate
the literature review base for the study. Secondary data was also gathered from other

sources such as the Minerals Council South Africa, the Department of Mineral
Resources and Energy (DMRE) and published data for selected mining houses to
draw complimentary insights into the analysis of the data collected from mining
houses.
The survey was conducted between August 2020 and September 2020 with followups in subsequent months. The target respondents at each mining operation were
resident Occupational Medical Practitioners (OMP) or Occupational Health
Practitioners (OHP) who are responsible for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance.
In line with social distancing protocols and the proposed data collection approach for
this study, 92% of the respondents preferred telephonic interviews and/or email
communications while only 8% of the respondent preferred face to face interviews.
The data collected was consolidated and processed in Microsoft (MS) Excel where
analysis was conducted using various statistical techniques. Pre-coding had been
done for the variable on the number of employees (both permanent and contractors)
to categorise mining operations into small, medium, and large operations.
Literature review findings
Comprehensive literature review of all human organs affected by RCS dust
exposure nationally and internationally
The review of literature on all human organs that are affected by exposure to RCS
dust established that the cardiorespiratory system is the primary human body system
impacted by RCS dust exposure affecting mainly the lungs and causing fibrogenic
diseases such as silicosis, Tuberculosis (TB) lung cancer, Chronic Obstructive
Pulmonary Disease (COPD), chronic bronchitis and emphysema.
The cardiovascular system is another body system found in the literature to be
potentially at risk from RCS dust exposure affecting the heart from increased
nanoparticles assimilated in the blood through the lungs impairing the functionality of
the heart and increasing the risk of Cor Pulmonale and Cardiovascular Disease
(CVD).
The renal system was also found in the literature to be at risk from RCS dust exposure
manifesting in form of kidney diseases through damaged nephrons and resulting in
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kidney cancer, kidney stones, kidney cysts and kidney stones or kidney failure.
Another kidney disease found in the literature to be associated to RCS dust exposure
is End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) caused by glomerulonephritis, which is an
inflammation of the tiny filters in the kidneys.
Additionally, it was found in literature that the autoimmune system might also be at risk
from exposure to RCS dust resulting in disease such as Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA),
which is a long-term autoimmune disorder that primarily affects joints.

Another

potential disease is multiple scleroderma, which is an autoimmune disease of the
central nervous system that can affect the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves with all
associated organs such as the skin, blood vessels, muscles and internal organs, (i.e.,
Stomach, lungs, kidneys and the heart). Furthermore, exposure to RCS dust may
result in Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) in the long term, which is a condition
in which the body's immune system mistakenly attacks healthy tissue in many parts of
the body particularly the joints, tendons, kidneys, skin and blood vessels.
Comprehensive Literature review of the mode of exposure, clinical diagnosis
methods and medical surveillance systems for RCS dust exposure
The review of literature on the mode of exposure linked to adverse health outcomes
of all the human organs potentially affected by exposure to RCS, clinical diagnosis
(invasive and non-invasive) methods used to show the adverse health outcomes and
surveillance systems available to monitor exposure, provided insights into specific
Regulations, Acts and COP’s relating to routine and non-routine medical surveillance
in the SAMI, other African countries, Australia, Canada, the UK and the USA. It was
found that a risk-based approach to RCS dust exposure medical surveillance is utilized
globally and that it includes pre-placement and baseline medical screening, periodic
medical screening and exit medical screening.
Regarding the mode of exposure that leads to adverse outcomes of RCS dust
exposure, it was determined from the literature that it is mainly through silica emitting
operational activities such as blasting, drilling, scraping, tipping, crushing and
transportation. The adverse effects thereof usually manifest in the cardiorespiratory
system in the short term and may manifest in the cardiovascular system, the renal
system and the immune system in the long term.

The Screening techniques found in the literature for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance

include

invasive

cardiorespiratory system.

and

non-invasive

techniques

targeting

the

All the invasive and non-invasive medical surveillance

techniques found in the literature are utilized in the SAMI except for Diffusing Lung
Capacity for Carbon Monoxide (DLCO), which is not used and currently not
documented in the COP for the SAMI.
Findings from the survey
The data for this survey study was collected from a total of thirteen (n=13) mining
operations representing all provinces in South Africa except for the eastern cape
province. The sample represented silica sand (aggregates), gold, coal, platinum and
diamond commodity sectors.
The system of medical surveillance
It was found in the survey results that all thirteen (n=13) mining operations represented
in the survey have an RCS dust exposure medical surveillance system in place for
RCS dust exposure in excess of 10% of the Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL). Such
exposure is determined through risk-based assessments conducted to identify areas
of RCS dust exposure in excess of the minimum standard. It was further confirmed
that the systems of medical surveillance found at participating mining operations
consist of initial examinations, periodic examinations and exit examinations.
The survey results showed that although an RCS dust exposure medical surveillance
system is in place in the SAMI, it is not comprehensive enough to monitor all the
organs that are potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust.

Only the

cardiorespiratory organs (i.e., the lungs) are included in RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance and not all other organs that might potentially be at risk. These are the
cardiovascular organs (i.e., the heart), the renal organs (i.e., the kidneys) and the
autoimmune organs (i.e., the skin, bones and brain). The proposition that not all
human organs adversely affected by extended periods of exposure to RCS dust are
monitored in the occupational medical surveillance process in the SAMI was therefore
accepted.
It was shown in the survey results that clinical diagnosis for medical surveillances in
the SAMI is conducted during initial (pre-placement and baseline) medical
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examinations, periodic (routine and risk-based) medical examinations and exit medical
examinations and only target the lungs, as indicated earlier.
Initial medical examinations
For initial medical examinations, chest X-rays and lung functionality tests are
conducted. Lung medical tests found in literature such as tissue biopsy, DLCO test,
bronchoscopy, CT scans, sputum and skin tests were not found in the survey results
for purposes of RCS dust exposure. No gaps could be found at sub-sector level in
initial medical examinations as this is a mandatory requirement by the Mine Health
and Safety Inspectorate (MHSI). The only differences found are in terms of extra jobspecific assessments conducted in gold, platinum and coal mining sub-sectors to
determine physical fitness for specific job categories and sputum and skin tests
performed to detect Pulmonary Tuberculosis (PTB) in the platinum and gold mining
sub-sectors.
Periodic medical examinations
The results on periodic medical examinations showed that the tests conducted during
both routine and risk-based RCS dust exposure medical surveillance include a
comparison with baseline or previous tests to ensure that employee health conditions
did not deteriorate, as guided in the MHSAct. Thus, the medical tests conducted in
periodic medical examinations are similar to those in initial medical examinations.
The frequency of routine medical screening is annual medical examinations while the
frequency of risk-based medical screening is based on the results of risk-based
assessments which might be bi-annually, quarterly, monthly or shorter intervals
particularly in the mine subsectors such as gold and platinum with higher prevalence
of pneumoconiosis.
It was determined that occupational related illnesses found during periodic medical
examinations are managed in-house and reported to relevant institutions, where
necessary, for compliance purposes. Any other medical conditions are referred for
specialized healthcare.
No gaps could be found between the literature base and the survey in the screening
frequency and disease management in periodic medical examinations, although a

subsector comparison showed more frequent testing intervals in the gold and platinum
subsectors due to higher concentrations of RCS dust.
Exit medical examinations
The results for exit medical examinations showed that a diagnosis draws from all
available historical medical assessments conducted throughout the duration of
employment to profile the health status of the employee at exit. As such, medical tests
and human organs targeted in initial and periodic medical examinations are the same
as exit medical examinations.
Suspected or diagnosed disease or infection during exit medical examinations is
managed in a similar manner as periodic examinations except that an exit certificate
is also issued on the medical profile of the employee.
Gaps between the existing mandatory COP and the desired COP
The analysis of the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance system in the SAMI
showed that although a mandatory COP is in place, it is not comprehensive enough
to monitor all the organs that are potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust. Only
the cardiorespiratory system is included for monitoring in the mandatory COP for RCS
dust exposure medical surveillance. Thus, the gap found with regards to the organs
that are potentially affected by RCS dust exposure is that the cardiovascular system
(heart), the renal system (kidneys) and the autoimmune system (the skin, bones and
brain) are not included in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust medical
surveillance for monitoring in the SAMI.
Regarding the clinical diagnosis methods, the analysis found gaps in the non-invasive
diagnostic lung tests such as CT scans, DLCO, sputum and skin screening tests which
are not included in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance for cardiorespiratory medical examinations. Invasive diagnostic lung tests
such as tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy tests are also not included in the existing
mandatory COP for cardiorespiratory medical examinations.
A further gap was found in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance for all other medical examinations relating to the cardiovascular system,
the renal system and the autoimmune system which are not included for monitoring.
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Conclusion
Despite the mobility constraints imposed as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
survey study obtained conclusive facts regarding the comprehensiveness of the RCS
dust exposure medical surveillance system to monitor all organs affected in the SAMI.
The literature review informed the proposition that the current RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance system in the SAMI is not comprehensive enough to monitor all
organs adverse health outcomes. This proposition was based on the fact that only the
cardiorespiratory system is included in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust
exposure medical surveillance.
The results from the survey confirmed that although a mandatory COP for RCS dust
exposure medical surveillance is in place in the SAMI, it is not comprehensive enough
to monitor all organs affected since the cardiovascular system (lungs and heart), the
renal system (kidneys) and the autoimmune system (the skin, bones and brain) are
not included for monitoring in the existing mandatory COP despite the fact that these
body systems may be at risk from extended RCS dust exposure.
Further gaps were found in non-invasive diagnosis methods such as CT scans, DLCO,
sputum and skin tests which are not included in the mandatory COP for RCS dust
exposure medical surveillance for cardiorespiratory medical examinations. Invasive
tests such as tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy tests are also not included in the
mandatory COP for cardiorespiratory medical examinations.
Based on the gaps identified in the existing Mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure,
recommendations were subsequently proposed to fill the gap between the existing
Mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance and the desired COP.
Overall, a clear and concise result was achieved from this study using the research
methodology implemented as proposed and intended. Although delivered according
to the stipulated TOR, the general limitation for the study was the impact of the COVID19 pandemic which restricted data collection to mostly virtual interactions. It is widely
assumed that face-to-face contact with respondents would have provided more
insights and value into the research output.

Recommendations
Based on the gaps identified in the existing Mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure,
it was recommended that the MHSC and its stakeholders update Regulation 11.7 of
the MHSAct and the Mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1) to
include following examinations:
-

Cardiovascular examinations to detect Cor Pulmonale and CVD

-

Renal examinations to detect CKD and ESRD

-

Autoimmune examinations to detect RA, SLE and multiple scleroderma

The Mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1) should also be
updated to recommend that tissue biopsy, DLCO test, bronchoscopy, CT scans,
sputum test and skin test be added to the existing cardiorespiratory tests for more
enhanced medical screening of pneumoconiosis.
Suggestions for further research
It is recommended that the Mandatory COP for noise and coal dust systems of medical
surveillance should be reviewed for comprehensiveness to enable the realization of a
zero-harm environment in the SAMI.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose of the study
The purpose of this research study is to investigate whether the current crystalline
silica dust exposure medical surveillance system in the SAMI is comprehensive
enough to monitor all organs adversely affected by RCS dust exposure.
Currently, medical surveillance for Respirable Crystalline Silica (RCS) dust exposure
is mainly focused on the cardiorespiratory organs according to stipulations of Section
11.7 of the MHSAct. This is due to the airborne nature of respirable silica dust which
when inhaled, ends up in bronchioles leading to cell fibrogenesis causing lung
impairment and disease. The cardiorespiratory system is also what is stipulated in the
mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 1613/2/4-Al), for
monitoring in the SAMI.
Evidence suggests that an occupational medical surveillance system exists in the
SAMI to monitor exposure to RCS dust (Zungu 2015). It has also been shown that
monitoring in the SAMI is predominantly concentrated on the respiratory system
targeting the lungs (Biffi and Belle, 2003). However, recent evidence suggests that
prolonged exposure to RCS may result in adverse health effects on other human
organs such as the kidney, skin tissue, bones and the brain Corbet et al (2004); Knight
et al., (2015) and Gulumian (2006). These outcomes may result in skin cancer, renal
failure and autoimmune diseases.
It is therefore necessary to assess regulations, standards and practices in the SAMI
to determine the effectiveness of the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance system
in place. This study seeks to fill the knowledge gap regarding the effectiveness of the
current crystalline silica dust exposure medical surveillance system in the SAMI to
monitor all organs adversely affected by RCS dust exposure
1.2 Context of the study
Under Section 9 (2) of the MHSAct, the DMRE developed a guideline for the
compilation of a mandatory COP for an occupational health programme (occupational
hygiene and medical surveillance) on personal exposure to airborne pollutants,
(DMRE 1613/2/4-Al), which all mines in the SAMI should adhere to. The guideline

directs the mines to adopt medical surveillance systems/programs aimed at mitigating
adverse health effects of airborne pollutant exposures.
According to the government gazette No. 41561 dated 6 April 2018 and available free
online at www.gpwonline.co.za, Section 8.4 guides on the occupational medical
surveillance program for mines which should include any additional medical
surveillances based on the employers risk assessments in terms of Section 13 and
Regulations 11.5, 11.6 and 11.7 of the MHSAct. The guideline further requires that
there should be a method used to link the occupational hygiene measurements (e.g.,
exposures to individual pollutants as well as additive or synergistic mixtures), to each
employee's record of medical surveillance as contemplated in Section 12(3) of the
MHSAct.
Regulation 146 of the South African Government Gazette (No. 39656) defines medical
surveillance as a planned medical program or periodic medical examinations, which
may include clinical examinations, biological monitoring or medical tests of employees
by an OHP or in prescribed cases, by an OMP, performed initially when employees
are on-boarded, periodically and on employee exit. This is consistent with Sections
13(2), 17 and 19(2) of the MHSAct.
Medical surveillance systems are aimed at monitoring and mitigating adverse health
effects from workplace exposure to protect the health of workers. Section 13.2 of the
MHSAct stipulates that every system of medical surveillance must:
a) be appropriate, considering the health hazards to which the employees are or may
be exposed.
b) be designed so that it provides information that the manager can use in determining
measures to:
(i)

Eliminate, control and minimize the health risk and hazards to which
employees are or may be exposed; or

(ii)

Prevent, detect and treat occupational diseases, and

c) consist of an initial medical examination and other medical examinations at
appropriate intervals.
The MHSAct guides that the following examinations should be conducted during
medical surveillance:
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-

Initial examination - in terms of Section 13(2)(c).

-

Periodic examination - in terms of Section 13(2).

-

Exit examination - in terms of Sections 17 and 19(2).

The guideline further reiterates the methodological standards for test techniques
forming part of the afore mentioned medical surveillance examinations. This pertains
to the required chest X-rays and the lung function tests stated in the MHSAct and as
advised by the Guidance Note for Occupational Medical Practitioners on Lung
Function Testing and Tuberculosis Control Programs (DMRE 25/5/P).
Although the guideline for airborne pollutants stipulates that additional medical tests
may be conducted based on risk profiles of individual mines, the most common
medical tests conducted during the annual medical surveillance in the SAMI are the
chest X-rays and lung function tests. Undeniably so, these medical tests are effective
in monitoring pneumoconiosis as such disease predominantly resides in the
cardiorespiratory system. The guideline is silent on medical tests required for noncardiorespiratory system diseases resulting from exposure to airborne pollutants. This
gap in the regulation led to this research study seeking to determine whether the
current crystalline silica dust exposure medical surveillance system in the SAMI is
comprehensive enough to monitor all human organs for adverse health outcomes.
1.3 Problem Statement
1.3.1 Main problem
It is not clear whether the current crystalline silica dust exposure medical surveillance
system is comprehensive enough to monitor all organs adverse health outcomes in
the SAMI.
1.3.2 Sub problems
a) Establish all human organs adversely affected by exposure to crystalline silica dust
and that are monitored in the medical surveillance process in the SAMI.
b) Establish the mode of exposure that may be linked to the adverse health outcomes
of the affected organs and the clinical diagnosis (invasive and non-invasive)
methods to show the adverse health outcomes.

1.4 Significance of the Research study
This study will add to the existing body of knowledge on medical surveillance systems
for RCS dust exposure in as far as the human organs affected are concerned. The
study outcomes will provide new information that will enable the MHSC and strategic
partners to revise the existing regulations and COP for the RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance system in the SAMI. The ultimate benefit of this study will be an enhanced
medical surveillance system that monitors all organs that are affected by RCS dust
exposure thereby reducing occupational diseases in the SAMI.
1.5 Delimitations of the Research study
The scope of the study is limited to South Africa’s quarry, sand, hard rock mines such
as gold mines, platinum mines and coal mines which have considerably high silica
content and are known for silica dust emissions.

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
Respirable crystalline silica, popularly known as quartz, is a mineral compound
commonly found in the earth’s crust concentrated in rock, sand, concrete, masonry,
granite, soil and landscaping materials, according to Guild et al., (2001). During
processing, crystalline silica emits dusty particles through cutting, grinding, drilling or
distribution which when inhaled, increases the risk of ill-health and adverse health
outcomes (Guild et al., 2001).
As indicated in the previous chapter, medical surveillance is mandated in the SAMI
as a tool to monitor exposure to RCS dust which is mainly focused on the lungs in the
cardiorespiratory system. Accordingly, the available literature on medical surveillance
for RCS dust in the SAMI only centers on the cardiorespiratory system.
However, recent evidence suggests that exposure to RCS dust may have far more
reaching effects in the human body than the cardiorespiratory system (Corbet et al.,
2004, Knight et al., 2015 and Gulumian 2006). This research, therefore, presents an
extension to the body of knowledge on the RCS dust medical surveillance system and
its effectiveness in the SAMI.
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2.2 Human organs affected by RCS dust exposure
This section of the research study will review available literature pertaining to all the
human organs that are potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust in conjunction
with associated diseases in the respiratory, cardiovascular, renal and auto immune
system.
2.2.1 The Respiratory System
Silicosis and Tuberculosis from RCS dust exposure
According to Rees and Murray (2007), respirable silica ends up in bronchioles in the
respiratory system leading to cell fibrogenesis causing lung impairment and fibrogenic
disease and may occur many years after exposure. Shtraichman et al., (2015) noted
that silica particles in exposed individuals first enter the body during breathing through
the nose and/or the mouth, pass through the respiratory tract and penetrate the gas
exchange areas of the lungs.

An overload of inhaled silica dust nanoparticles

overwhelm the cells thereby depositing in the air sacs through scarred lungs resulting
in impaired pulmonary blood flow (Shtraichman et al., 2015). Lung scarring from silica
exposure may result in disease such as silicosis (Kootbodien et al., 2019).
Several studies on exposure to RCS dust have been linked to the onset of silicosis
and that the best predictor has been cumulative exposure firstly, followed by the
duration of exposure and also the average exposure intensity (Knight et al., 2015,
Lucas et al., 2014, Chen et al., 2001, Churchyard et al., 2004 and Nelson et al., 2010).
In mines with silica exposure, the disease burden is exacerbated by the increased risk
of TB infection in silica exposed workers (Corbett et al., 2004; Kootbodien et al., 2019)
and the interaction between HIV, silica and TB (Churchyard et al., 2004).
The Workplace Health and Safety Worker’s Compensation Regulator of Queensland
Australia (2013), noted that silica dust exposure can cause the following damage to
the lungs:
-

Silicosis – Scarring of the lung tissue causing shortness of breath and interfering
with the exchange of gases which takes place in the air sacs.

-

Acute Silicosis – Severe inflammation and an outpouring of protein into the lung.

-

Chronic Bronchitis – Inflammation of the airways resulting in cough and irritation.

-

Emphysema – Destruction of the lung tissue and loss of surface area for the
exchange of gases such as oxygen and carbon dioxide.

-

Lung Cancer (Carcinogen) – Uncontrolled growth of abnormal cells in one or both
lungs.

COPD from RCS dust exposure
A Study of 1421 subjects was conducted by Möhner (2013), at Wismut Mine in East
Germany aimed at examining the long-term effects of exposure to respirable quartz
on pulmonary functioning mainly focused on COPD. A nested case control approach
of this study demonstrated that the risk for COPD stage one increases with the
increasing cumulative exposure to respirable quartz. Evidence pointed to the decline
in pulmonary functionality and an increase in incidences of COPD.
RCS and Lung cancer from RCS dust exposure
A cohort study in which a sample of 74,000 workers conducted in metal mines and
pottery factories in China over a period of 14 years by Chen et al., (2012), suggested
that RCS dust exposure creates lung fibrosis which increases the risk of lung cancer
and general pulmonary failure due to lack of enough oxygen intake.
Evidence of lung cancer was further confirmed in a study of RCS dust exposed
individuals in Vermont, north-eastern united states, by Attfield and Costello (2004).
Industry data collected between 1924 and 1977 was analyzed in conjunction with
mortality data to quantify exposure-response for silica, lung cancer and other lung
diseases. The result of that study indicated a clear relationship between cumulative
exposure to RCS dust and lung cancer, tuberculosis and pneumoconiosis.
Summary of organs affected in the respiratory system
It is clear from the existing body of knowledge in this section that the primary human
organs that is adversely affected by exposure to RCS dust in the cardiorespiratory
system are the lungs.
2.2.2 The Cardiovascular System
PHD from RCS dust exposure
The Cardiovascular System’s primary function is to circulate nutrients, oxygen and
hormones to cells throughout the body and remove metabolic waste from the body as
suggested by Bonow et al., (2011).

According to Bonow et al., (2011), the

cardiovascular system includes the heart, blood vessels and blood. In the case of
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RCS dust exposure, increased nanoparticles assimilate in the blood through the lungs
and impair the functionality of the heart increasing the risk of

Pulmonary Heart

Disease (PHD) which is also known as Cor Pulmonale according to Liu et al., (2014).
In the view of Mathews and McLaughlin (2008), PHD, or Cor Pulmonale, is the
enlargement of the right ventricle of the heart as it responds to increased blood
pressure in the lungs due to damaged tissue. Individual muscle cells grow thicker and
change to drive the increased contractile force required to move the blood against
greater resistance thereby causing pressure, Mathews and McLaughlin (2008).
A recent systemic review and meta-analysis of a cohort, prospective, retrospective
and retro prospective study was carried out by Liu et al., (2020). The aim of the review
exercise was to confirm the relationship between occupational silica exposure and
heart disease.

This review demonstrated that occupational silica exposure is

associated with increased risk of heart disease, especially pulmonary heart disease.
CVD from RCS dust exposure
Exposure to respirable silica dust may cause Cardiovascular Disease (CVD) which
might result from a build-up of inhaled nanoparticles in the arteries that supply blood
to the heart thereby suffocating the heart as less blood flows through as claimed by
Mendis et al., (2011). Common diseases in the CVD cluster are diseases such as
stroke, coronary artery disease, myocardial infarction, etc. as stated by Mendis et al.,
(2011).
Evidence of literature suggesting the linkage between RCS dust exposure and
increased risk of diseases associated with the heart can be found in numerous studies.
Once such source of literature is an investigation report of 42,572 Chinese workers
potentially exposed to silica dust between 1960 and 2003 in a cohort study carried out
by Liu et al., (2014). Positive exposure-response trends were observed in that study
for cumulative silica exposures associated with mortality from pulmonary heart disease
and ischemic heart disease. Another piece of evidence in literature can be found in a
Scandinavian study of 515 silicotic cases conducted by Dominioni et al., (2013). The
aim of the study was to establish all health-related effects from RCS dust exposure in
the sample. The study observed a sizeable case of mortality from CVD for extended
periods of exposures to RCS dust.

Summary of organs affected in the cardiovascular system
The literature reviewed in this section shows that the heart is the main human organ
effected by exposure to RCS dust in the cardiovascular system.
2.2.3 Renal System
CKD from RCS dust exposure
According to the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases
(NIDDK, 2020), the renal system, consists of the kidneys, ureters, bladder and urethra.
These organs coordinate to eliminate waste from the body, regulate blood volume,
blood pressure and control electrolytes and metabolites (NIDDK, 2020).
The kidneys are the largest of the organs in the renal system (NIDDK, 2020). Thus,
the highest negative impact to the renal system manifests in the form of kidney
diseases through damaged nephrons resulting in kidney cancer, kidney stones, kidney
cysts and kidney stones (NIDDK, 2020).

The resultant overarching condition is

Chronic Kidney Disease (CKD) or failure.
Empirical evidence exists that associates RCS dust exposure with increased
probability of kidney diseases. One such evidence is a case-control study carried out
by Vupputuri et al., (2012) on the population consisting of hospital patients and
community controls aged between 30 and 79 years old from 1980 to 1982 in North
Carolina.

The purpose of that study was to examine the association between

occupational silica exposure and various subtypes (including earlier stages) of
physician-diagnosed CKD.

The study observed a positive relationship between

occupational silica exposure and CKD, with strong specific association between renal
insufficiency and a dose-response trend.
A review of 583 medical records and questionnaires was done by Rosenman et al.,
(2000) to determine the prevalence of kidney disease in a cohort of individuals with
silicosis as required by the State of Michigan law. The study associated kidney disease
with age as well as race. The study further found that individuals with silicosis were
more likely to present a higher creatine level than age and race matched controls. The
interpretation of this result was that respirable silica exposure is associated to kidney
disease by both autoimmunity and through direct nephrotoxic effects. The study noted
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that CKD should be considered as a complication of silicosis rather than a cause
thereof.
ESRD from RCS dust exposure
Another retrospective cohort study of RCS dust exposed gold miners in South Dakota
United States was conducted by Evans et al., (2017) to examine the association
between silica exposure and End-Stage Renal Disease (ESRD). From a sample of
2142 cases, a 95% confidence interval was realized among workers with 10 or more
years of employment underground. This study suggested that silica exposure is
associated with an increased risk for ESRD, especially ESRD caused by
glomerulonephritis, which is an inflammation of the tiny filters in the kidneys.
Further evidence is provided by Roger et al., (2021) in their examination of other data
sets with similar effects as those in a multi-plant cohort mortality study of workers
which found increasing mortality from nephritis after exposure to silica. One data set
of a case-referent study among Michigan patients with ESRD, suggested that men
exposed to silica have elevated odds ratio for ESRD. Another data set of a Californian
occupational mortality study of the construction traders, farmers and farm laborer’s
indicated excess mortality for renal disease from silica exposure. Other data set
examinations further confirmed similar excesses from long term exposure to silica in
Singapore granite workers and in the Negev of Israel.
Perhaps a summary of the nephrotoxicity of silica are best captured by Ghahramani
(2010), after reviewing several clinical findings of exposure to silica. The review found
increased evidence of association between chronic occupational exposure to silica
and the development of ESRD, CKD and other kidney diseases with associated
autoimmune induced diseases.
Summary of organs affected in the renal system
Based on the discussion of the effect of RCS dust exposure on the renal system in
this section and given empirical evidence discussed in the literature, this study asserts
that the kidneys are the primary organs adversely affected by RCS dust exposure in
the cardiovascular system.

2.2.4 Immune System
According to Boudigaard et al., (2021), RCS dust is associated with other diseases
including systemic autoimmune diseases.

The Cincinnati National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health in Ohio (1983), summarizes the main systemic
autoimmune diseases emanating from occupational RCS dust exposure as follows:
o Rheumatoid Arthritis (RA) - A long-term autoimmune disorder that primarily
affects joints typically resulting in warm, swollen, and painful joints.
o Multiple Scleroderma - An autoimmune disease of the central nervous system
that can affect the brain, spinal cord and optic nerves with all associated organs
such as the skin, blood vessels, muscles and internal organs, (i.e., Stomach, lungs,
kidneys and the heart)
o Systemic Lupus Erythematosus (SLE) – A condition in which the body's immune
system mistakenly attacks healthy tissue in many parts of the body particularly the
joints, tendons, kidneys, skin and blood vessels
In the case of RCS dust exposure, autoimmunity is initiated when silica particles are
ingested by alveolar macrophages resulting in inflammation and activation of
fibroblasts which destroys the macrophages as claimed by Lucas et al., (2014). RCS
is again digested by new macrophages resulting in a repetitive cycle that leads to
chronic immune activity and fibrosis mobilized from the lungs through to other organs
including lymph nodes, spleen, kidney, etc. (Lucas et al., 2014).
The existing body of knowledge gives effect to the fact that RCS dust exposure
increases the risk of systemic autoimmune diseases in humans. The subsections
below provide evidence of available literature to support this phenomenon.
SLE from RCS dust exposure
A study by Parks et al., (2002), recruited a total of 620 individuals from four university
rheumatology practices and thirty community-based rheumatologists in sixty
contiguous countries. The aim of the study was to examine the association between
occupational RCS dust exposure and SLE in the south-eastern US. The result showed
more patients from the population with a history of medium to high level RCS exposure
from farming or trade than the population with less exposure to RCS across
demographics. This study suggested that RCS exposure may increase the risk of
developing SLE.
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A similar descriptive study to test the association between occupational silica exposure
and SLE was conducted by Baldini et al., (2013) on a self-referred group of 50 workers
from a factory producing scouring powder with a high RCS content. The group
underwent a prospective study including clinical history and physical examination, an
immunobiological study, Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) typing, radiological and
functional esophageal and respiratory examination, ophthalmological examination,
and isotopic testing of salivary glands. 64% of the result ample indicated symptoms
of systemic illness. This study emphasized the risk of workers occupationally exposed
to RCS developing a multiple spectrum of clinical and serological autoimmune
manifestations especially SLE.
RA from RCS dust exposure
A case-control study to determine the relationship between RA and silicosis was
carried out in South African gold mines by Oni and Ehrlich (2013). Confirmed RA cases
classified as either definite or probable were compared with those with no evidence of
RA. The result showed a higher odds ratio for the rheumatoid factor in the definite
and probable group compared to the group with no RA. Previous cases by Liu et al.,
(2015) and Nemakayala et al., (2021), had also observed the rheumatoid factor in
silica exposed individuals.
Vihlborg et al., (2017) conducted a cohort study on workers among Swedish iron
foundries to determine the impact of occupational RCS exposure on the incidence
rates of seropositive RA.

In this study a comparison was made between the

prevalence of RA in RCS exposed workers with the prevalence in the general Swedish
population. A mixed model was then used to calculate exposure and compute dose
responses. The outcome indicated that moderate to high levels of RCS exposure
increase risks for seropositive RA. This suggested that the higher the exposure levels
to RCS dust, the higher the risk for RA.
In another study by Schmajuk et al., (2019), a group of men from countries with
elevated coal worker’s pneumoconiosis mortality and also diagnosed with arthritis and
RA were surveyed using a random digit dialed telephone survey. A retrospective
analysis was made on these cases to determine primary contributing factors that might
have led to conditions of chronic RA. The results of the analysis indicated a

serologically positive and erosive form of RA because of silica quarts on the immune
system.
Multiple Scleroderma from RCS dust exposure
In a case-control study of a group of miners previously exposed to RCS dust by
Haustein (2021), the incidence of scleroderma (systematic sclerosis) was found to be
increased in a population of those who were gold miners and had disturbances of
pulmonary function. This group was compared with a control group of men who were
exposed to silica dust but had no scleroderma. Although all the men were exposed to
RCS dust, not all of those with scleroderma had silicosis. It was observed that there
was a significant increase in the prevalence of tuberculosis in the group with
scleroderma that had previously been compared with a group with silicosis from the
same population. This was a clear demonstration of the association of RCS dust
exposure with scleroderma in individuals’ pre-dispositioned with silicosis and
tuberculosis.
As in the case of SLE above, Scleroderma was included in the study by Baldini et al.,
(2013) to test the association with occupational silica exposure. The study design was
a self-referred group of workers from a factory producing scouring powder with a high
silica content.

The results demonstrated that the risk of workers occupationally

exposed to respirable silica dust developing scleroderma are high particularly with high
dose-responses over an extended time frame.
Pedro et al., (2017) conducted a case-referent study in the province of Trento in Italy
to investigate and test the association between occupational RCS exposure and the
systemic and localized variants of scleroderma. Twenty-one cases were obtained
from computerized admission files in a local hospital from which interviews were
conducted to determine medical history and occupational exposure history. The
results came out with a high odds ratio for exposure to RCS dust. This study was
consistent with previous case reports on scleroderma in that confirmation of
association with RCS dust exposure was obtained.
Blanc et al., (2015) conducted a study on a large cohort of the Swedish construction
industry with 240,983 employees aged between 30 and 84 to reaffirm the wellrecognized association between occupational exposure and autoimmune disease and
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inhalants of RCS dust. The conditions covered in this affirmative study were SLE, RA,
Dermatomyositis and Multiple Scleroderma. The method used was mainly hospitalbased treatment data between 1997 and 2010. The result of the study provided a
95% confidence interval for all the health conditions under this study even with the
absence of other lifestyle predispositions and practices such as smocking.

The

reaffirmation provided further evidence that occupational RCS dust exposure is linked
to autoimmune diseases and suggested that other inorganic dusts may also contribute
to such disease.
Summary of organs affected in the renal system
From the literature reviewed in this section of the study, it is evident that increased risk
of autoimmunity resulting from RCS dust exposure affects functionality of a myriad of
human organs such as the brain, lungs, heart, nerves, kidney, skin, bones and blood
vessels and tissues.
2.2.5 Proposition 1
Even though the most common adverse health effects of RCS dust exposure manifest
in diseases related to the cardiorespiratory system, the review of literature presented
in preceding sections of this document has provided insights into all the other human
organs that are potentially adversely affected. These organs are the lungs, heart,
kidneys, brain, skin and bones (joints). It is therefore proposed that:
Proposition 1 - Not all human organs adversely affected by exposure to
crystalline silica dust are monitored in the occupational medical surveillance
process in the SAMI.
2.3 Mode of exposure linked to adverse health outcomes, clinical diagnosis
(invasive and non-invasive) and medical surveillance
This section of the research study will review the available literature on the following
aspects of exposure to RCS dust:
-

The system of medical surveillance for exposure to RCS dust

-

Mode of exposure liked to adverse health outcomes

-

Clinical diagnosis methods, both invasive and non-invasive, that are used in
medical surveillance

2.3.1 The System of Medical Surveillance
Medical Surveillance Standards in South Africa
As mentioned earlier in this report, the MHSAct guides how mines should manage,
control and prevent workers’ exposure to health hazards. These hazards include
exposure to RCS dust. Under Section 11 of the MHSAct, the employer is required to
conduct a health risk assessment to identify hazards and evaluate exposures to
employees, then come up with appropriate controls. If the risk assessment has
identified that there could be significant employee exposure to crystalline silica, then
the employer must develop and implement control measures. A program to
continuously monitor worker exposure and to evaluate the effectiveness of controls
must be developed and implemented.
Additionally, mines are required to come up with a COP on Minimum Standards of
Fitness to work at a mine as directed by DMR 16/3/2/3-A3 of the DMRE. The COP
details how the mine will conduct Occupational Medical Examinations (OME) to
assess the fitness to perform a specific job in a specific area. Such medical
examinations are conducted pre-employment, periodically and on exit of employees.
All mines across all commodities in the SAMI must comply with this requirement as
prescribed by the MHSAct and as per the guidelines that are issued by the Chief
Inspector of Mines as and when necessary. The employer is mandated by the COP
not to consider employment of persons who refuse to undergo OME’s as these are in
transgression of legal requirements.
Section 13 (1) of the MHSAct requires that the employer must establish and maintain
a system of medical surveillance of employees exposed to health hazards.
a) If required to do so by regulation or notice in the Gazette; or
b) If, after assessing risks in terms of section 11 (1), it is necessary to do so.
For purposes of this study, medical surveillance guidelines are general rules and
overarching principles for implementation while a COP is an explanation of how
medical surveillance should be conducted.
The System of Medical Surveillance for Silica Dust Exposure in South Africa
Regulation 11.7 (1) of the MHSAct requires that the employer must establish and
maintain a system of medical surveillance as contemplated in section 13, for all
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employees who perform work in any working place where exposure to crystalline silica
dust occurs in excess of 10% of the Occupational Exposure Limit (OEL) (0.1mg/m3)
for crystalline silica dust as set out in Schedule 22.9 (2) (a) and (b).
Regulation 11 of the MSHA is further promulgated by Section 7 of Regulation 1179 of
the Occupational Health and Safety Act (OHSAct), 1993 (Act No. 85 of 1993) whose
surveillance systems apply to all substances and chemicals across industries and are
deemed to be hazardous. Regulation 11.7 (2) requires that the system of medical
surveillance contemplated in regulation 11.7 (1) must consist of an initial examination,
periodic examinations and an exit examination.
Initial Examination
Initial medical examinations are baseline examination that are conducted prior to
employment. These examinations are intended to make sure that the worker does not
have existing conditions that may be aggravated by existing potential hazards based
on risk assessment. They also ensure that at annual medical examination, the
worker’s baseline findings are still the same, and where there are deviations,
investigations are conducted.
Regulation 11.7 (3) of the MHSAct requires that the employer must ensure that an
initial examination is performed before an employee commences employment, or
within 30 days of commencement of employment, in any working place contemplated
in regulation 11.7 (1). The initial examination must consist of.
a) The compilation of an appropriate respiratory questionnaire aimed at
establishing the employee’s medical profile, including current and past cardiorespiratory problems and an occupational history detailing possible exposure to
crystalline silica dust.
b) A cardio-respiratory examination, includingi. A full size chest X-ray; and
ii. A lung function test.
Periodic Examinations
Regulation 11.7 (4) requires that the employer must ensure that the following periodic
examinations are conducted on all employees required to undergo medical
surveillance in terms of regulation 11.7 (1):

a) A cardio-respiratory examination, including a lung function test, but excluding a
chest X-ray, one year after the initial examination contemplated in regulation 11.7
(3), and thereafter.
b) A cardio-respiratory examination, at three yearly intervals, which includesi. Full chest X-ray; and
ii. A lung function test
Exit Examination
Regulation 11.7 (5) requires that in addition to the exit medical examination for the
purposes of section 17, the employer must arrange a cardio-respiratory examination
for every employee subject to medical surveillance in terms of regulation 11.7 (1) and
who is permanently transferred to a working place in respect of which medical
surveillance is not required under regulation 11.7 (1).
Due to the high prevalence of pulmonary tuberculosis and HIV, periodical medically
surveillance are undertaken annually in SAMI. Furthermore, the SAMI have set even
stricter standards where medical examinations contemplated in regulation 11.7 (1) are
conducted at shorter intervals than the prescribed period of annual assessments
where there is evidence of deterioration in lung function. In such instances, the
frequency of tests may be even as often as 6 or 3 months and may result in referral to
a specialist physician for further diagnosis and management.
As periodical medicals are mandatory and risk based, all mines are expected to
adhere to the COP for medical surveillance and submit annual medical reports to the
DMRE. Variations within individual mines would only be on the frequency of periodic
medical examinations where the smaller mines would do the medical examinations
less often than the bigger mines because of cost implications and depending on the
outcomes of risk assessments. They however would all comply with the requirements
of the MHSAct and regulations as a minimum.
Comparative Medical Surveillance Systems Internationally
Canada
A Canadian province of Manitoba has a medical surveillance system for silica similar
to that of South Africa’s and is guided by the Workplace Safety and Health Act (WSH).
Similarities can be found in terms of the objective of medical surveillance, routine
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medical surveillance on pre-placement baseline medical screening, periodic medical
screening, annual reporting and non-routine medical surveillance intermittently based
on risk assessments (Manitoba 2018).
The Ontario’s workplace safety and prevention services also provides guidelines on
medical surveillance for silica in the workplace which includes procedures for both
routine and non-routine surveillance and examinations (WSPS 2011). This is in line
with subsection 20(4) of the Ontario Regulation 490/09 in the Occupational Health and
Safety Act on medical surveillance program requirements for silica which includes preplacement, exit and periodically examinations with more frequent non-routine
examinations depending on outcomes of risk assessment audits (O. Reg., 2020).
Similar to medical surveillance systems on silica in other Canadian jurisdictions, the
Government of Newfoundland’s medical surveillance COP for silica (NFL 2006) and
the silica health medical monitoring protocol followed by Suncor Energy in accordance
with the Government of Alberta’s Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) guidelines
(Chernys 2017), are identical to the SAMI’s COP on silica in objective, approach and
application although differ in that the former segment assessments into similar
exposure groups. Employees requiring silica related medical surveillance undergo
initial health assessments with subsequent periodic health assessments conducted
annually. However, non-routine health assessments are conducted at more frequent
intervals as advised by the physician.
Australia
Australia applies medical surveillance regulations for RCS exposure as guided by
Section 368, Schedule 14 of the Work Health and Safety Act 2011 as is evidenced by
the Governments of Queensland (Qld 2019) and Victoria (Vic 2017). Their medical
surveillance COP, like that of the SAMI, is risk-based in their approach for assessment
and is aimed at early detection and accurate identification of health hazards allowing
for early interventions which can improve the health outcomes for workers and involve
baseline, periodic and exit assessments.
USA
The AECOM in the USA recommends frequency of surveillance evaluation as baseline
evaluations, follow-up evaluations periodically based on risk assessment indicators

and medical exit evaluations, (Raymond et al 2006). This is in line with section 2 of
standard 29 CFR 1910.1053 App B of the USA’s OSHA on medical surveillance
guidelines for crystalline silica (OSHA 2020) as well as the MHSAct.
UK
The silica medical surveillance system in the UK also follows similar practices as the
USA and the SAMI in its approach of risk-based assessment and the COP on preplacement, baseline, periodic and exit medical screening although differs on the
frequency of periodic medical screening intervals (Bradshaw 2010) which is every
second year whereas South Africa’s is annually. The UK OSH system is regulated by
the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act (HSW Act) 1974
The Rest of Africa
Medical surveillance for hazardous chemical substances is scantily documented in
Africa with literature mainly found in South Africa, Namibia, Botswana and Zambia. In
Botswana, medical surveillances are guided by the Mines, Quarries, Works and
Machinery Act 1973 (Act No. 20, 1973) (Cap. 44:02) and follow a risk-based approach
for exposure levels per similar exposure groups as indicated by Debswana (2012).
The OHS regulatory framework for Namibia is provided in the Labor Act 11 of 2007.
The medical surveillance application of this framework is evident at Rossing mine
where baseline, periodic and risk-based medical programs are followed as well as
transfer and return-to-work fitness medical examinations (Rossing 2020). Literature
on Zambian OHS indicates that medical surveillance is provisioned in the
Occupational Health and Safety Act, 2010 requiring employers to conduct annual
medical surveillance before, during and post-employment (Equinet 2018). However,
application of this provision in the mining industry is only found for routine medical
surveillance and not non-routine risk-based surveillance.
Exposure Control Measures
As indicated earlier, Section 11 of the MHSAct requires the employer to identify
hazards, assess the health and safety risks to which employees may be exposed
while they are at work, record the significant hazards identified and risk assessed.
The employer must determine how the significant risks identified in the risk
assessment process must be dealt with, having regard to the requirement of section
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11(2) and (3) that, as far as reasonably practicable, attempts should first be made to
eliminate the risk, thereafter, to control the risk at source, thereafter, to minimize the
risk and thereafter, insofar as the risk remains, to provide personal protective
equipment and to institute a program to monitor the risk (MHSI, 2002).
Where the employer’s risk assessment indicates a need to establish and maintain
either a system of occupational hygiene measurements or a system of medical
surveillance, or where either such system is required by regulation, the following key
elements must be addressed in the COP according to the MHSI (2002):
 Risk assessment and control
 Personal exposure monitoring
 Hierarchy of controls
 Medical surveillance
 Reporting and reviewing
These key elements are captured in the Occupation Health Program presented in
Figure 1 below:
Figure 1: Occupational health program

In 2005, a National working group on elimination of silicosis in South Africa devised a
strategic plan for prevention of the disease in the country. The preventative strategies
are grouped into four levels, i.e., Primordial, Primary, Secondary and Tertiary
prevention herewith detailed below by Motshelanoka et al., (2005) :
 Primordial Prevention entails removal of exposure by for example stopping
to mine Silica, stopping sand blasting or substituting Silica with safer
materials.
-

A Primary Prevention approach involves prevention of the disease before its
initiation. This approach entails controlling respirable silica dust at source to
reduce worker’s exposure. It includes introducing dust control measures, the
use of appropriate technologies i.e., local exhaust ventilation, process
enclosure, wet techniques and substitution to limit exposure to crystalline
silica dust. Primary prevention is not only important in the prevention of
Silicosis but also in the prevention of Tuberculosis, which is closely related to
exposure to Silica dust.

-

Secondary Prevention is the early detection of the asymptomatic disease
and prompt intervention when the disease is preventable or more easily
treatable such as screening, chest X-rays and possibly lung function test.
Secondary prevention is important in determining the efficacy of the dust
control measures that are in place and to determine the health risks.

-

Tertiary Prevention is used once the disease has occurred and it aims to
lessen the long-term impairments and disability effects stemming from the
disease and further entails diagnosis, treatment, appropriate placement,
compensation and rehabilitation.

While Motshelanoka et al (2005) described the preventative strategies, in SAMI, every
mine should implement occupational hygiene program Figure 1 above. These
strategies hinge on comprehensive surveillance, monitoring and evaluation as well as
medical screening measures.
Summary of the system of medical surveillance for exposure to RCS dust
From the literature reviewed for South Africa, the rest of Africa, Canada, USA,
Australia and the UK, it was found that medical surveillance systems for RCS dust
exposure are predominantly risk-based in their assessment approach and are
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recommended for employees during on-barding, periodically and on exit as routine
assessments with additional non-routine assessments performed periodically based
on risk assessment outcomes.
2.3.2 Mode of Exposure and Clinical Diagnosis Methods
Crystalline silica is a natural occurring mineral in rock, sand, concrete, masonry, and
landscaping materials according to Doney et al., (2020). Environmental studies in the
SAMI have indicated the prevalence of RCS in gold mines (Kootbodien et al., 2019),
in coal mines (Brouwer and Rees 2020), and in platinum mines (Nelson and Murray
2013). The underground mining activities known to cause RCS dust include blasting
operations, drilling, scraping, cutting, lashing, tipping and loading according to
Prajapati et al (2020).
In surface mines, drilling, blasting, and primary crushing at tips are the major sources
of RCS dust (Page 2003). Operation of heavy equipment such as loaders, shovels,
dozers, draglines and haul trucks also produce RCS dust. Furthermore, RCS dust may
be

found

around

stockpiles

and

loading

operations

where

secondary

crushing/screening takes place (Page 2003).
In mineral processing, RCS dust is mainly generated when ore is shattered or broken
during dumbing, loading, transferring or handling (Chubb and Cauda 2017).
Significant dust sources in mineral processing operations include processing
equipment such as crushers, screens, grinding mills and dryers and bulk material
handling equipment such as belt conveyers, screw conveyers, bucket elevators,
feeders, and hoppers Prajapati et al (2020).
As a practice in the SAMI, exposure assessment is done by conducting personal
sampling of workers over the shift or period that they normally work each day. Personal
sampling is representative of the worker’s exposure during their normal shift. All
working areas get sampled on a regular basis to determine the exposure of employees
to dust. Potentially vulnerable employees are continuously monitored by wearing
portable personal gravimetric sampling devices, which can gather and calculate a
person’s actual exposure to dust.

This allows management to institute control

measures defined under the hierarchy of controls in Figure 1 such as engineering out

the dust generating activities at source like fogging dust suppression systems (MOSH
2020).
Multi-Organ Disease Surveillance and Screening
The mode of exposure linked to adverse health outcomes related to RCS dust and
clinical diagnosis methods (invasive and non-invasive) utilised during medical
surveillance for organs are discussed in subsequent sections of this document.
Respiratory System
Mode of Exposure
Crystalline silica particles, less than 10 microns in diameter, are inhaled through the
nose or mouth and deposited in the lungs (Miscetti et al., 2011). Lung tissue reacts
by developing lumps and scarring around the trapped silica particles causing silicosis
classified as Acute, Accelerated and Chronic, (Rees and Murray 2007). In the short
term of within a few weeks to 4 or 5 years of extreme high levels of exposure to silica,
Acute Silicosis, also known as silicoproteinosis, may develop according to Raymond
et al., (2006). In the long term within 5 to 10 years and over 10 years of exposure,
Accelerated and Chronic Silicosis may occur respectively.
Other long-term complications may include Chronic Bronchitis, Emphysema, Lung
Cancer and COPD according to the American Thoracic Society (Miscetti et al., 2011),
all of which affect the lungs. It is important to note that the higher the cumulative
exposure to RCS dust, the higher the risk of disease both in the short and long term
(Steenland et al. 2002; Steenland and Ward 2014). Also, that progression of disease
can occur despite removal from further exposure (Miscetti et al., 2011; Rees and
Murray 2007).
Medical Surveillance and Screening of the Respiratory System
The medical surveillance screening methods that are routinely used to detect adversehealth effects of exposure to RCS exposure specific to organs in the respiratory
system are non-invasive procedures. These are such as medical history
questionnaire, chest X-rays and lung function tests and described by Regulation 11.7
(3) of the MHSAct as indicated earlier.
The following non-invasive methods are further explained and used in Australia (QLD
2019; Vic 2017), Canada (NFL 2006; Manitoba 2018), South Africa (DMRE 2016) the
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UK (Bradshaw 2010) and (HSE 2013), the ILO (GBD 2017) and the USA Hammett et
al., 2011):
a) Interviews, physical examination and clinical questioning of persons is done to
determine historic cardiorespiratory problems, looking for signs and symptoms
such as dyspnoea (shortness of breath) exacerbated by exertion; cough, often
persistent and sometimes severe; Fatigue; tachypnea (rapid breathing) which is
often laboured; loss of appetite and weight loss; wheezing, chest pain; fever and
gradual darkening of the skin (blue skin).
b) Chest Radiography (X-ray) which is a basic test for cardiorespiratory abnormalities.
In early disease stage, X-ray changes may not be visible to the examiner and up
to 20% of positive cases can be missed. In complicated silicosis the radiograph is
usually indicated by large symmetric bilateral opacities that are 1 cm or more in
diameter and with an irregular margin in the middle lung zone or peripheral onethird of the lung.
c) Lung Function Tests (Spirometry tests) which record the volume of air a subject
forcibly exhales in one second following a maximal inhalation Forced Expiratory
Volume (FEV,) and the total volume exhaled without a time limit Forced Vital
Capacity (FVC). These values, and their ratio (FEV/FVC), are compared with
reference population averages for non-exposed individuals of the same sex, height
and age and are reported both as absolute values and as a "percentage of
predicted".
Non-Invasive Tests for Inconclusive Abnormal Findings
a) Chest Computed Tomography (CT) that shows distinctive patterns consistent with
the disease and improves the imaging and can pick up positive cases missed by
normal X-ray such as cancers, mesothelioma, etc
b) Sputum test which helps to evaluate other lung diseases like tuberculosis which
can be exacerbated by RCS exposure. This test is usually performed if tuberculosis
is suspected during clinical questioning.
c) The USA COP recommends that skin testing for tuberculosis should be considered
for all individuals with X-ray evidence of silicosis (Raymond et al., 2006).

Invasive Clinical Diagnosis Methods
Invasive clinical diagnoses are performed

in cases where the history, clinical

examination and radiography raises a suspicion of an underlying disease other than
pneumoconiosis, for example, malignancy. In such cases, the patient is referred to a
specialist for further examination and investigation.

Such investigations are not

routinely used for medical surveillance. Examples of such invasive procedures are:
a) Tissue biopsy where a sample of the suspected lesion is taken for further
histopathological examination
b) Bronchoscopy where a thin tube with a tiny camera on the end is run along into the
lungs to check for damage and is complementary to chest radiography although
limited by cost, accessibility and availability in most screening and surveillance
procedures.
c) Tissue biopsy and Bronchoscopy are both included in all COP’s mentioned under
the non-invasive clinical diagnosis method of this section on a referral basis.
Tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy are conducted by a specialist.
d) DLCO Test is a Lung (Pulmonary) Function Test in which the ease of transfer of
carbon oxide molecules or air from alveolar gas to the haemoglobin of the red blood
cells in the pulmonary circulation is measured. This helps to evaluate the presence
of possible parenchymal lung disease when spirometry tests and/or lung volume
determinations suggest a reduced vital capacity.
e) This procedure is included in the medical surveillance COP for RCS in Australia
(Vic 2017), Canada (NFL 2006) and the USA (Raymond et al., 2006). DLCO is not
practiced in the SAMI’s and is not included in the DMRE COP.
Cardiovascular System
Mode of Exposure
RCS particles reach the Cardiovascular system through blood circulation from the
Cardiorespiratory system using the heart, blood vessels and the blood as maintained
by Bonow et al, (2011). Increased nanoparticles assimilated in the bloodstream create
pressure to circulate blood in the pulmonary arteries leading to enlargement and
subsequent failure of the right side of the heart resulting in Cor Pulmonale or PHD and
CVD according to Liu et al., (2014) Mathews and McLaughlin (2008) and Mendis et
al., (2011).
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Amongst others, Cor Pulmonale can also be caused by conditions such as acute
respiratory distress syndrome, pulmonary hypertension, blood clots in lungs,
kyphoscoliosis, intestinal lung disease, cystic fibrosis, sarcoidosis, obstructive sleep
apnea, sickle cell anaemia, etc.. Adverse health effects of exposure to RCS dust
related to the Cardiovascular system normally manifest progressively over long-term
periods of intense exposure, (Liu et al., 2014).
Medical Surveillance and Screening of the Cardiovascular System
Because CVD tends to be a symptomatic condition, sufferers usually present
themselves in clinical settings than wait for a periodic medical examination. It should
also be noted that in rare cases where sufferers are asymptomatic, it is an incidental
finding.
In the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance process, screening for Cardiovascular
disease

is

determined

during

routine

medical

surveillance

screening

for

Cardiorespiratory diseases. The COP for Australia (QLD 2019; Vic 2017), Canada
(NFL 2006; Manitoba 2018), DMRE (2016) the UK (Bradshaw 2010), the ILO (GBD
2017) and the USA (Raymond et al., 2006) all mandates physicians or OMP’s to
consider additional screening should initial screening suggest so.
Non-Invasive Clinical Diagnosis Methods
If during history questioning there are suggestions of cardiovascular involvement, the
suspicion can be confirmed by chest X-ray. For example, cardiomegaly or pulmonary
vasculature abnormality, electrocardiogram, cardiac ultrasound, CT, etc.

Where

necessary, chest radiography and CT are performed to pick up signs of an enlarged
heart associated with lung damage or fluid in the lungs as well as sputum where
mycobacterium tuberculosis is suspected, although really examined in CVD. Cases
with mild CVD such as high blood pressure may have no symptoms while those with
advanced serious complications may have other symptoms like chest pain, shortness
of breath or stroke (GBD 2017).
Invasive Clinical Diagnosis Methods
No evidence in available literature can be found for invasive clinical diagnosis methods
relating to Cardiovascular disease screening in the process of medical surveillance for
RCS exposure. For example, the OHSA in the USA mandates the employer to order

additional tests on a case-by-case basis depending on individual signs or symptoms
and clinical judgement (OHSA.USA, 2020). This guideline is consistent with the
MHSAct and the OHSAct available for adoption in the SAMI. The DMR COP (2016)
also recommends that follow-up medical examinations or check-ups, more frequent
surveillance medical examinations and proof of compliance to treatment regimens may
be instituted by the employer through the OMP.
Renal System
Mode of Exposure
RCS enters the renal system through direct dissolution of silica particles or through
indirect toxicity from dissolved particles, according to Steenland et al., (2002). This
happens when silica particles are translocated from the lungs through the blood and
get deposited in the renal interstitium with resultant nephrotoxity due to damaged
kidneys which impairs ability to rid the body off excess urine and waste. Nephrotoxity
is progressive with persistent exposure to silica leading to CKD in the short term with
ESRD over a much longer-term of exposure.
Medical Surveillance and Screening of the Renal System
Similar to the screening process used during medical surveillance of RCS dust
exposure for Cardiovascular disease, screening for Renal disease is determined
during medical surveillance for Cardiorespiratory diseases should persons manifest a
history or symptoms of abnormal kidney functionality. These are clinical diseases
which if found and there is occupational exposure gets referred for compensation
processing or directly by the clinicians to compensation authorities. It is as such that,
they are not included for routine screening because their confirmation maybe invasive
e.g., from blood, biopsy etc.
Non-Invasive Clinical Diagnosis Methods
Where necessary, renal disease screening should take the form of clinical questioning
of workers for symptoms of back pain, frequent anemias and oedema which may be
indicative of CKD, according to GBD (2017).
Invasive Clinical Diagnosis Methods
No evidence in available literature can be found for invasive clinical diagnosis methods
relating to Renal disease screening in the process of medical surveillance for RCS
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exposure. Should there be cause for persons to undergo further invasive clinical
diagnosis of renal disease, this should be done at the discretion and recommendation
of the screening physician or OMP.
Immune System
Mode of Exposure
Autoimmunity due to exposure to RCS is initiated when silica particles are ingested by
alveolar macrophages through the blood resulting in inflammation and activation of
fibroblasts which destroy the macrophages leading to immunity as claimed by Lucas
et al., (2014); Jalloul and Banks (2007) and Shtraichman et al., (2015). This may result
in immune conditions such as RA, Scleroderma and Lupus which affect human organs
like the kidneys, bones (joints), skin, brain, lungs heart, etc.
No evidence in available literature can be found to confirm how long autoimmunity is
likely to manifest from initial exposure to RCS. It could be assumed that the time it
takes to present with symptoms of autoimmunity may depend a) on underlying health
conditions and b) on which human organ or system succumbs the easiest.
Medical Surveillance and Screening of the Immune System
As with medical surveillance processes for and Renal disease due to exposure to
RCS dust, screening for autoimmune diseases is determined during screening for
Cardiorespiratory diseases should persons show a history or symptoms of
abnormalities in the bones (joints), the central nervous system, skin, kidney and heart
functionality, etc. These are clinical diseases which if found and there is occupational
exposure gets referred for compensation processing or directly by the clinicians to
compensation authorities. It is as such that, they are not included for routine screening
because their confirmation maybe invasive e.g., from blood, biopsy etc.
Non-Invasive Clinical Diagnosis Methods
Should screening for autoimmunity be required, physical examinations may be
conducted to check skin texture, disorderly and swollen joints, figure and toe flexibility.
Clinical questioning might include present of persistent headaches, memory loss,
cramps, bloating, diarrheal or constipation, according to GBD (2017).

Invasive Clinical Diagnosis Methods
No evidence in available literature can be found for invasive clinical diagnosis methods
related to screening for immune diseases in the process of medical surveillance for
RCS exposure. Further invasive clinical diagnosis of specific immune related diseases
should be referred to relevant specialists by the screening physician or OMP.
2.3.3 Proposition 2
The review of literature presented in preceding sections of this document has provided
insights into specific Regulations and Acts relating to routine medical surveillance for
exposure to RCS in the SAMI as well as associated COP recommended for
implementation by employers in South Africa, other African countries, Australia,
Canada, the UK and the USA. These COP’s utilize a risk-based assessment approach
to medical surveillance and include pre-placement and baseline medical screening,
periodic medical screening and exit medical screening.
Furthermore, the available literature has been reviewed regarding the mode of
exposure in different working environments linked to adverse health outcomes related
to RCS dust and clinical diagnosis methods utilised during medical surveillance for
human organs potentially affected.
From the review of literature, it’s been determined that RCS exposure is mainly
prevalent in operational activities within hard rock mines such as gold and platinum,
coal mines, surface mines and mineral processing. The adverse effects of exposure
to RCS dust usually manifest in the cardiorespiratory system in the short term and
might manifest in the cardiovascular system, the renal system and the immune system
over the long term.
Clinical diagnosis methods determined in the literature reviewed include invasive and
non-invasive screening techniques for RCS exposure summarised in Table 1 below.
It was further found in the literature that invasive screening techniques are only
documented for Cardiorespiratory disease in RCS exposure medical surveillance. No
literature could be found for invasive clinical diagnosis techniques for cardiovascular,
renal and immune diseases albeit suggesting that physicians or OMP’s performing the
screening recommend and refer suspected cases for further specialized diagnoses.
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Table 1: Clinical diagnosis techniques

Non-Invasive Techniques

Invasive Techniques

Interviews, Physical Examinations and Clinical Questioning

Tissue Biopsy

Chest Radiography and CT

Bronchoscopy

Lung Functionality Tests

DLCO

Sputum Tests
Skin Tests

For non-invasive screening, all the techniques listed in Table 1 are performed during
Cardiorespiratory screening using a risk-based approach. Sputum and skin tests are
however, only performed additionally based on the risk profile determined during
interviews, physical examinations and clinical questioning. Similarly, non-invasive
screening for cardiovascular, renal and immune disease is performed additionally
based on the risk profile determined during interviews, physical examinations and
clinical questioning.
While all non-invasive techniques listed in Table 1 are utilized in the SAMI during
medical surveillance of RCS exposure, only tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy invasive
techniques are used. DLCO is not used and is not documented in the DMRE COP for
minimum standards of fitness to perform work on a mine in the SAMI. DLCO is used
for advanced Lung Function Testing during medical surveillance of exposure to RCS
in Australia, Canada and the USA. Based on the reviewed literature, it is hereby
proposed that:
Proposition 2: The current crystalline silica dust exposure medical surveillance
system in the SAMI is not comprehensive enough to monitor all organs adverse
health outcomes.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Research Process
As presented diagrammatically in Figure 2 below, the first step in the research
process, after identifying the problem statement, was to comprehensively review the
literature available on all human organs that are adversely affected by exposure to
RCS dust, the mode of exposure that may be linked to the adverse health outcomes
of the affected organs and the current clinical diagnosis (invasive and non-invasive)

methods to show the adverse health outcomes. It was necessary to go through this
step to understand the empirical evidence and knowledge available in this field to help
explain the result.
The bulk of the literature used to review the study came from peer-reviewed academic
journals in order to prove authenticity of available theory. Other sources included
textbooks, medical journals, and health authorities in the SAMI.
Out of the literature review, propositions were formulated which needed to be tested
in the SAMI. The following step then was to establish the most appropriate research
method that would evaluate propositions. This step included designing appropriate
survey and interview questions to collect data for the study at hand.
Figure 2: The research process

The collection of data was then implemented using telephonic interviews, email
communications and face to face interviews. The next step was to analyze the
collected data followed by presentation, interpretation, and discussion thereof. The
Number Crunching Statistical System version 12 (NCSS) was used predominantly for
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statistical analysis. The interpretation of results was purely based on the outcomes of
the analysis of the collected data and input from the literature review.

A few

recommendations and conclusions emerged from the interpreted results that had
shown some gaps between the existing medical surveillance COP and the desired
COP.
3.2 Research Design
A combination of the exploratory and confirmatory research study was conducted to
determine the clinical diagnosis methods applied/utilized and/or available during
standard medical surveillance currently in the SAMI. The exploratory method of
research was used to survey the current crystalline silica dust exposure medical
surveillance systems and their comprehensiveness to monitor all organs adverse
health outcomes in the SAMI. The confirmatory method of research enabled validation
of the theoretical framework against the data that was collated as part of this research
study.
The quantitative method of research was implored in this study due to the credibility
and appropriateness given the constraints introduced by the COVID-19 pandemic.
This method was used to quantify the appropriateness of the medical surveillance
COP to comprehensively monitor all organs that are affected by RCS dust exposure.
The quantitative method was particularly chosen due to its inherent quality of
objectivity, measurability, reliability, and validity with very little room for subjectivity
(Johnson and Christensen 2008; Litchman 2006).
To affirm findings from the quantitative survey, the qualitative method was used to
solicit an in-depth understanding of the effectiveness of the system of medical
surveillance to monitor all organs that are affected by RCS dust exposure in the SAMI.
The qualitative research method probes the why’s and how’s of a specific action
thereby providing insight into what governs certain outcomes (Litchman 2006).
The information collected was used to profile the participating mining operations, the
screening procedures followed during medical surveillance, tests/examinations
performed, instruments used for tests/examinations, body organs targeted during
medical surveillances and the management of diagnoses and pre-existing health
conditions during initial, periodic and exit medical examinations.

3.3 Population and Sample for the Survey Study
The population for the study was the mining operations in the SAMI which have
considerably high silica content and are known for silica dust emissions. According to
Biffi and Belle (2003), mines with considerably high silica content are found in South
Africa’s hard rock mines such as gold mines, platinum mines, silica and coal mines.
These mines make up 57% of the total number of mines in South Africa (Africa Mining
IQ 2021)
The target sample for the study was at least one mining house from silica sand mine
operations, gold mine operations, platinum mine operations and coal mine operations.
The actual number of mining operations surveyed was a total of thirteen from eleven
mining houses representing two silica sand mine operations, three gold mine
operations, two platinum mine operations, three coal mine operations and three
diamond mine operations. The response rate is high at over 100%.
The mining houses represented in the sample have all implemented medical
surveillance systems in compliance with Section 13 and Regulations 11.5-7 of the
MHSAct and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance DMRE
(16/3/2/4-A1). Table 2 below shows a list of the mining operations surveyed.
Judgemental sampling had been used to select mining operations which have
implemented medical surveillance for RCS dust exposure. Judgemental sampling
involves selecting a target group which has traits required to answer a research
question (FairFax County 2003).
The sampled mining operations responded to the questionnaire satisfactorily
achieving a 100% rate of return which is way beyond the on the 30% minimum
recommended satisfactory questionnaire rate of return according to Emory and
Cooper (1991).
Despite the potential mobility limitation that the COVID-19 pandemic paused, the
survey exercise resulted in the collection of information on clinical diagnosis methods
applied during initial, periodic and exit medical examinations.

Overall, the

representative sample was broad enough to yield results that can be generalized to
the rest of the mining operations.
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Table 2: Mine health facilities surveyed

No.

Mining Group

Commodity

Contact Person

Contact Number

Email Address

Collection Date

1

Sasol Mining (Pty) Ltd

Coal

Papi Mzizi (OHP)

017 614 8100/; 083 469 3136

papi.mzizi@sasol.com

25th Aug 2020

2

Lafarge Mining SA

Silica Sands (Aggregates)

Maryna Louw (OHP)

021 904 1600; 083 740 4014

maryna.louw@lafargeholcium.com

3

Harmony Gold Mining Company

Gold

Tandi Mashupi (OHP)

018 478 4725; 082 564 4883

tandi.mashupi@harmony.co.za

11th Sep 2020

4

Petra Diamonds SA (Cullinan)

Diamond

Dr JH van den Berg (OMP)

012 305 2911; 082 442 7390

johan.vandenberg2@petradiamonds.com

14th Sep 20

5

Anglo American Platinum

Platinum

Retha Wolmarans (OHP)

015 418 2014; 082 771 1707

retha.wolmarans@angloamerican.com

17th Nov 20

6

Exxaro Minerals and Resources

Coal

Poupienah Makgatho (OHP)

012 307 4653; 067 883 6319

poupienah.makgatho@exxaro.com

25th Aug 20

7

Royal Bafokeng Platinum

Platinum

Dr Ridwaan Ibrahim (OMP)

014 573 1323; 083 444 0021

ribrahim@bafokengplatinum.com

27th Aug 20

8

Petra Diamonds SA (Koffiefontein)

Diamond

Dr Mpho Moloi (OMP)

053 205 5004; 082 966 3004

Mpho.moloi@petradiamonds.com

14th Sep 20

9

Vedanta Resources

Silica Sands (Aggregates)

Emmanuel Mudzviti (OHP)

061 674 0211; 084 567 7476

mudzvitie@blackmountain.co.za

11th Sep 2020

10

Sibanye Stillwater

Gold

Maggy Mahlasela (OHP)

057 232 2165; 083 300 7774

maggy.mahalasela@sibanyestillwater.com 21st Sep 20

11

Blyvoor Gold Mining Co Ltd

Gold

Motsumi Thlapi (OHP)

018 013 0041; 072 193 9178

motsumi@blyvoorgold.com

28th Sep 20

12

Petra Diamonds SA (Fincsh)

Diamond

Jacques Oosthuyzen (OHP)

053 385 2111; 060 570 7399

jacques.oosthuyzen@petradiamonds.com

14th Sep 20

13

Buffalo Coal Dundee

Coal

Lefty Mkwanazi (OHP)

034 212 1455 ; 083 443 8577

lefty.mkhwanazi@buffalocoal.co.za

10th Sep 20

8th Sep 2020

3.4 Survey Instrument
Data was collected from the mine health facilities using the “Data Collection
Framework” or questionnaire attached as Annexure 1. The questionnaire for this study
can be classified as follows:
1. General Information
2. Clinical diagnosis methods applied/utilised and/or available during standard
Medical Surveillance currently in the SAMI during initial, periodic and exit medical
examinations
The general information section was used to identify the location, size, commodity,
and type of the sampled mining operations in the study. This information helped to
analyse the sample and gave comparative insights into medical surveillance across
mine subsectors. The information on clinical diagnosis methods used/available during
medical surveillance in the SAMI was used to validate the theoretical base of the
comprehensiveness thereof. Table 3 below shows the key data variables in medical
surveillance systems included in the survey:
Table 3: Key data variables in medical surveillance

Data Components
Initial Medical Examinations

Periodic Medical
Examinations

Exit Medical Examinations

Key Variables
Screening Procedure
Standard Questionnaire
Tests/examinations conducted
Instruments used for tests/examinations
Body organs targeted during tests
Management of health conditions
Frequency of medical surveillance
Who is included in periodic examinations
Screening Procedure
Standard Questionnaire
Tests/examinations conducted
Instruments used for tests/examinations
Body organs targeted during tests
Management of health conditions
Screening Procedure
Standard Questionnaire
Tests/examinations conducted
Instruments used for tests/examinations
Body organs targeted during tests
Management of health conditions

Response Rate
100% (n=13)

100% (n=13)

100% (n=13)
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3.5 Data Collection Procedure
Ethical clearance was out of scope for this survey study as there was no requirement
to collect data from or on individual human participants. Due to limitations imposed by
the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, the following data collection procedure was
used:
1. Contact details of mine’s OMP’s were sourced.
2. The researcher then contacted the target OMP’s telephonically to introduce
the research project and what was required of them.
3. The telephonic introduction was followed by an email reiterating the
telephonic communication and attaching the “Introductory Letter” issued by
the MHSC as well as the questionnaire.
4. The researcher allowed a day or two for the OMP to peruse through the
questionnaire after which the researcher contacted the OMP telephonically
again to discuss how the interviewee preferred to respond to the
questionnaire. The available options were to respond either via email after
completion of the questionnaire, or by telephonic interview or through face-toface interview.
5. Based on the option preferred by the interviewee, the researcher then
proceeded to collect the required data accordingly.
6. Secondary data was also collected from other research sources and
government departments such as the minerals council, the DMRE and
published data for selected mining houses.
In line with social distance protocols, twelve mining operations preferred telephonic
interviews or email communications while only one platinum mine health facility in NW
province preferred face to face interviews. The designation of respondents at all
thirteen mining operations was the resident Occupational Medical Practitioners (OMP)
or Occupational Health (OH) specialist who is responsible for RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance.

The survey was conducted between August 2020 and

September 2020 with follow-ups in subsequent months.
3.6 Data Processing
Once all the data was collected, it was transposed onto MS Excel and the NCSS for
processing.

To ensure completeness of data in cases where the OMP’s/OH

specialists responded via email and omitted some detail, the researcher contacted
them telephonically to clarify the missing data.
All variables were consolidated from as per the Data Collection Framework. Variables
such as the “Number of Permanent Employees” and the “Number of Contractors” had
been pre-coded in form of range to denote the size of the operation into small, medium
and large operations. Five mining operations were categorised as small with less than
1000 employees. Six mining operations were categorised as medium with employees
between 1001 and 10,000. Only two mining operations had more than 10,000
employees and were categorised large.
Regarding the general details of each mining house, respondents were requested to
indicate what mine types they were, the known hazards around mining operations, the
number of employees (both permanent and contractors) and details of the responsible
medical practitioner and whether they conducted medical surveillance for the mine on
a part or full-time basis.
As indicated earlier, Section 13 of the MHSAct guides on the categories of medical
surveillance in the SAMI to be conducted. These are initial medical examinations on
employee take-on, periodic and routine medical examinations and exit medical
examinations. The respondents were requested to elaborate on the following during
such medical examinations:
-

Screening procedures followed

-

If they had standard medical examination questionnaires

-

What tests/examinations are performed

-

The frequency of periodic medical examinations

-

What instruments are used for testing/examinations

-

Which body organs/parts are assessed?

-

How pre-existing, suspected or diagnosed conditions are managed

The data collected was analysed using the following statistical techniques:
-

Cluster analysis method was used for multivariate data in the study to clarify and
interlink the variables related to the categories of medical surveillance in the SAMI
which are presented in Table 3 above
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-

Comparative statistics method was used to compare datasets from different mine
subsectors and mining operations represented in the sample to determine
consistency amongst them

-

Confirmatory statistics method was used to validate the survey result against the
literature review base for the study

-

Frequency distributions method was used to display the frequency of outcomes for
all the variables in the survey

-

Inference statistics method was used to infer the clinical diagnosis methods
applied/utilised and/or available during standard medical surveillance currently in
the SAMI based on the distribution of key variables for the study

3.7 Limitations of the study
The only limitation identified in this study was the constraints imposed as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic. As indicated earlier, the majority of the respondents in this
study preferred other interaction methods with the researcher than face to face in order
to observe social distancing. While the data collected in this manner provided insights
into the comprehensiveness of the medical surveillance system to monitor all organs
affected by exposure to RCS dust exposure , the likelihood that the sample might have
shown a different result had the researcher collected the data face to face cannot be
ruled out especially that some variables such the frequency of periodic medical
surveillance may have needed additional validation in form of observation by the
researcher.
3.8 Validity and reliability of the study
Measures were taken to ensure that reliability, internal and external validity of this
research study was upheld. External validity is the degree to which conclusions in a
particular study would hold for other situations in other places and at other times,
according to Colliver et al., (2014). In this study, two issues had been identified as
potential threats to the external validity of the outcome, one of which is alluded to in
the limitations section earlier. Firstly, the fact that the majority of the data was collected
virtually with no face to face contact due to the COVID-19 social distancing protocols
from respondents who were willing to engage would reduce generalisability to the rest
of the SAMI and therefore the validity of the study. However, this risk was mitigated
by including a sample

representing all types of mining operations which have

considerably high silica content representing all relevant commodity sector types in
the SAMI.
Internal validity explains the extent to which the design of the instrument and the data
produced by the instrument can accurately allow the researcher to conclude the cause,
effect and other relationships within the data collected and analysed (Colliver et al.,
2014). Internal validity in this study was achieved by constructing questionnaires and
interviews in such a way that there was no ambiguity in the interpretation and that
questions were not vague or leading. This made it easy for the respondents to
understand what was required of them and responded appropriately. The outcome
was that the responses from questionnaires enabled the researcher to decipher the
data and answer the research question.
Reliability of research output is referred to by Haele and Twycross (2015) as firstly,
the degree to which a measurement gives the same response repeatedly; secondly,
the stability of a measure over time and thirdly, the similarity of measurement within a
given time period. The reliability of the result in this study is specific and only true for
a time frame by which it may not be applicable thereafter as mining operations might
improve medical surveillance systems for RCS dust exposure to include all organs
affected, thereby negating findings of this study. The result will remain constant if
nothing changes in the current status quo.

SURVEY RESULTS PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
4.1 Introduction
The results obtained during the survey for this study are presented in this section. The
statistical information collected from questionnaires and interviews was used to
analyze the clinical diagnosis methods applied/utilised and/or available during
standard Medical Surveillance currently in the SAMI.
4.2 Profile of Mining Operations in the Sample
As indicated in the previous sub-section of this study, the actual number of mining
operations represented in the sample are thirteen as detailed in Table 2 and
demographics presented in Figures 3-7 below. The mining operations were clustered
as follows:
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3 Gold mines: 1x each in Gauteng, Northwest and Northern Cape Province



2 Platinum mines: 2x in Northwest Province



3 Coal mines: 1x each in Mpumalanga, Limpopo, and KwaZulu Natal Provinces



3 Diamond mines: 2x in Northern Cape and 1x in Gauteng Provinces



2 Silica Sand mines: 2x in Western Cape and 1x in Northern Cape Provinces

The data collected on the profile of mining operations consisted of information on the
type of commodities mined, type of mines in terms of operations, Known hazards
around the mine and size of the mine in terms of the total number of permanent
employees and contractors. The distribution of the collected samples across these
categories is provided below in charts.
Commodity by Province
Figure 3 shows the distribution of commodities by province available for the mining
operations represented in the sample collected.
Figure 3: Commodity representation
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The spread of the commodities in the sample indicates that the highest representation
is coal, gold and diamond with three mining operations each (n=9; in GP, MP, LP, FS,
NW, KZN and NC provinces), followed by platinum and silica sand which are two each
(n=4; in GP and WC province). The commodity representation of coal, silica sand,
platinum, gold and diamond in the sample was expected as this is consistent with the
fact that the highest exposures to RCS dust are most prevalent in dusty operations
such as coal mines, quarrying and sandblasting activities as maintained by Doney et
al.,(2020). As such, it is probable that mining operations in these commodity types

are likely to have implemented very stringent medical surveillance systems to mitigate
the adverse health effects RCS dust exposure.
Type of Mining Operations
Figure 4 below shows that the highest representation of mine operation types included
in the sample is underground (n=9; Diamond (3), Platinum (2), Gold (3) and Coal (1))
mining operations followed by surface operations (n=3; Silica Sand (2) and Coal (1))
and open cast (n=1; Coal). It is expected that underground mining could be the most
frequently sampled mine operation type in South Africa given that this method is used
to mine gold, diamond, platinum, and coal, in some instances, according to Siyavula
(2020).

More stringent medical surveillance systems would be expected in

underground, surface, and open cast mining operations due to the nature of mining
activities therein.
Figure 4: Mining operation type
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Mine Operation Size
Figure 5 below presents the size of mine operations in the sample categorized by the
number of permanent employees and contractors included in medical surveillances.
The results show that the majority representation of mining operations in the sample
at 61% (n=8) are medium sized operations with between 1,000 and 10,000 employees
and contractors. This bracket represents the majority of mining operation in South
Africa which is coal, diamond, gold, and platinum mines. This is attributable to the fact
that South Africa is an upper-middle economy (Bloomberg 2009). The sample also
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includes 31% (n=4) small sized mining operations and 8% (n=2) large sized mining
operations with less than 1,000 and over 10,000 employees and contractors,
respectively.
Figure 5: Mining operation by size
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Known Hazards Around Mine Operations
Figure 6 below presents known hazards around mining operations represented in the
sample.
Figure 6: Known hazards around the mine
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The results show that, physical, mechanical, and ergonomic hazards are prevalent
around all the mining operations. Chemical and biological hazards can be found at all
mining operations in the sample except for two coal mines. Psychological hazards

could only be found at coal and diamond mining operations. Occupational health
hazards such as TB, HIV/Aids are visibly prevalent in all the sampled mine operations.
This data set is pertinent to the study in its ability to confirm the rational for RCS dust
exposure medical surveillances as all the hazards presented in Figure 4 contribute to
adverse health conditions and disease such as pneumoconiosis, Noise Induced
Hearing Loss (NIHL), Coal Workers Pneumoconiosis (CWP), Pulmonary Tuberculosis
(PTB), Silicosis, Silico-tuberculosis and Asbestosis (DMRE 2021).

The Minerals

Counsel (2021) further lists TB, HIV/Aids as the other disease commonly prevalent in
mining operations.
A breakdown of occupational disease by commodity as reported by the MHSI (DMRE
2021), is presented in Figure 7 below.
Figure 7: Occupational disease by commodity
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The statistics show that occupational disease is more prevalent in the gold mining
sector at 56% followed by the platinum mining sector at 24%. The mining sector with
the lease number of diseases is the diamond mining sector at only 1%. The majority
representation of disease in the gold and platinum sub-sectors was expected as this
is consistent with the facts issued by the Minerals Council SA (2021) showing that gold
and platinum are major mining sectors in South African along with coal and diamond.
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Table 4 below shows a comparison of common occupational diseases in the SAMI
over a 5-year period between 2013 and 2014, as reported by the Minerals Counsel
(2021).
Table 4: Common occupational diseases







PTB
Silicosis
Silico TB
NIHL
Other
Totals

2013

2018

Difference

3255
1430
149
1389
452
6675

1716
465
32
886
359
3458

-90%
-208%
-366%
-57%
-26%
-90%

The statistics show that the most common disease is PTB followed by silicosis and
NIHL with the lease common disease being Silico TB. The statistics further show that
the prevalence of disease decreased significantly between 2013 and 2018 across all
disease types. The highest decrease of up to 366% was Silico TB and the lowest
decrease was Other diseases by 26%.
The decrease in occupational diseases can be attributed to several interventions
implemented as part of the MHSC 2003 and 2014 milestones to achieve zero harm
through elimination of lung disease and NIHL. Such interventions include OH controls
such as medical surveillance systems and programs like the Masoyise iTB program
implemented in 2015 in response to high rates of TB and HIV in the SAMI Minerals
Counsel (2021). The effectiveness of such programs are evidence in the steady
decrease of common diseases in the SAMI.
Summary of the sample profile: The results show that the sample collected is
representative of all commodities and types of mining operations exposed to RCS dust
in South Africa with no bias. It is confirmed from this subsection of the results that the
most common occupational diseases in the SAMI are PTB, Silicosis and NIHL and are
mostly prevalent in the gold, platinum and coal mining sub-sectors for which it is
expected that medical surveillance to monitor and control disease would be more
stringent. The statistical results have further shown a steady decline in occupational
disease such as PTB, Silicosis, NIHL, etc., which indicates that exposure monitoring
systems such as medical surveillances might be effective in controlling
cardiorespiratory and auditory systems.

4.3 Clinical Diagnosis Methods Available During Medical Surveillance
The data collected on the clinical diagnosis methods applied/available and/or available
during standard medical surveillance currently in the SAMI is presented under initial,
periodic and exit medical examinations. The collected data sample across these
categories is provided below.
Initial Medical Examinations
The results from all the thirteen (n=13) mining operations represented in the sample
for this study show that non-invasive baseline medical examinations are conducted by
OMP’s before an employee can commence employment using medical questionnaires
and screening procedures as per the standard operating practices. The sample
medical examination templates obtained from participating mining operations are
attached as Annexure 2. Initial medical examinations are conducted to comply with
Section 13(2)(c) of the MHSAct.

The participating mining operations indicated that

the aim of the screening procedures is to gather the following information:
 The Covid-19 status
 Previous work and medical history
 Details of the previous/last exit medical certificate
 Comprehensive physical examination
 Radiofrequency

Ablation

(RFA)

testing

on

pre-determined

physically

demanding job categories
 Drug related lifestyle, abuse and tendencies
 Physical assessments such as height,

audio

&

vision

capabilities,

musculoskeletal, strength and Body Mass Index (BMI)
 Glucose, Blood Pressure and cholesterol screening
The results showed that the body organs targeted by all mining operations in the
sample during initial medical examinations are the lungs, heart, eyes, ears, and
bladder/kidneys. Mining operations in gold, platinum and coal sub-sectors indicated
that they include physique, biokinetics and physical ability assessments for specific
job prescriptions and specifications that the baseline examination is conducted for.
This is understandable as extra physical examinations for back injuries/pain are
required for physical intense type of work compared to office related work.
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A comparison of the literature base, the mandatory COP and the survey results of the
organs affected by RCS dust exposure and the associated tests is presented in Table
4 below. The mandatory COP is based on the following DMRE guidelines.
-

DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1 - Guideline for the Compilation of a Mandatory Code of Practice
for an Occupational Health Program on Personal Exposure to Airborne Pollutants

-

DMRE 16/3/2/3-A3 - Guideline for the Compilation of a Mandatory Code of Practice
on Minimum Standards of Fitness to Perform Work at a Mine

From all the organs that are potentially affected by RCS dust exposure, the lungs are
the only organs that the mandatory COP refers to. All other organs, i.e., the heart,
kidneys, skin, bones and the brain and associated tests are not included in the
mandatory COP. The gaps between the lung tests found in the literature base and
these that are included in the mandatory COP are Tissue Biopsy, DLCO test,
Bronchoscopy, CT scans, Sputum and Skin tests. Although testing of the heart,
kidneys, skin, bones and the brain was found in the survey results, testing is not meant
to detect disease caused by exposure to RCS dust but rather for fitness purposes to
perform work at a mine.
The baseline tests included in the initial medical examinations and instruments used
as provided by OMP’s from all mining operations in this sample, (i.e., n=13), are
presented in Table 6 below. It was found in the survey results that all the medical tests
presented in Tables 5 below are conducted at all mining operations represented in this
survey study.
No gaps could be found in tests conducted at sub-sector level in SAMI’s medical
surveillance systems except for extra job specific assessments conducted in gold,
platinum and coal mines and sputum and skin tests conducted to detect PTB in the
platinum and gold mine subsectors.

There was no consistence in the brand of

instruments used for testing as these varied from one mining operation to another.

Table 5: Initial Medicals – Literature vs survey vs mandatory COP comparisons

No.

1

Organs
Affected by
RCS Dust
Exposure
Lungs

Tests

2

Heart

Cardiovascular Questioning, None Documented
Heart Functionality tests, Chest
X-Rays, CT

Cardiovascular
Questioning, Not in COP
Heart Functionality tests, Chest
X-Rays

Not tested for RCS
dust exposure

Cardiovascular
Questioning,
Functionality
Chest X-Rays

3

Kidneys

Renal
Functionality None Documented
Questioning, Urine tests,
Physical examination

Renal Functionality Questioning, Not in COP
Urine
tests,
Physical
examination

Not tested for RCS
dust exposure

Renal
Functionality
Questioning,
Urine
tests,
Physical
examination

4

Skin

Clinical Questioning, Skin tests

Clinical Questioning, Skin tests

Not in COP

Not tested for RCS
dust exposure

Clinical Questioning,
Skin tests

5

Bones

Clinical
Questioning
Physical examination

and Not in COP

Not tested for RCS
dust exposure

6

Brain

Clinical Questioning

Not in COP

Not tested for RCS
dust exposure

Clinical
Questioning
and
Physical
examination
Clinical Questioning

Literature Base
Literature Base
(Non-Invasive)
(Invasive)
Full
Medical
History Tissue
Biopsy,
Cardiorespiratory Questioning, Bronchoscopy
Lung Function test, Chest XRays, CT scans, DLCO,
Sputum test, Skin testing

None Documented

and None Documented
None Documented

Survey Results

The COP

Full
Medical
History,
Cardiorespiratory Questioning,
Lung Function test, Chest XRays, Sputum test, Skin testing

Clinical
Questioning
Physical examination
Clinical Questioning

Gaps
Between Gaps
Between
Literature Base and Literature Base and
the Survey Results
the COP

Cardiorespiratory
Tissue Biopsy, DLCO
Questioning,
Lung test, Bronchoscopy,
Function test, Chest X- CT scans
Rays

Sputum test, Skin
testing, Tissue Biopsy,
DLCO
test,
Bronchoscopy and CT
scans
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Heart
tests,

Table 6: Tests conducted and instruments used

Tests Conducted
1

Lung function test

Instruments Used
Cardiorespiratory Questionnaire, Spirometer, Chest X-Ray,
Stethoscope

2

Urine test

Midstream Specimen of Urine (MSU)

3

Drug test

6 panel urine multidrug test kit

4

Vision testing

Snellen Chart, Ophthalmoscope

5

Hearing testing

Audiometer, Otoscope

6

Body Morphology, Physical Ability, Fatigue Physical and Biokinetic Assessments, RFA
Assessment and Musculoskeletal Systems

7

Heart functionality

Electrocardiogram (ECG), Sphygmomanometer, Stethoscope

8

Pregnancy test (for females only)

Pregnancy test devices

9

HIV test (If the patients permit)

Physical Assessments and HIV testing kits

10

Cholesterol, Diabetes and Glucose

Cholesterol, Diabetes and Glucose (HGT) testing kits

11

Blood pressure screening

BP Machine, Cardio check

Two of the mining operations indicated that lung functional tests were no longer being
conducted as Covid-19 tests took precedence for the duration of the pandemic. It was
further noted from the result that tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy are conducted on a
referral basis to specialists in cases where the medical history, clinical examination
and radiography raises a suspicion of an underlying disease other than
pneumoconiosis.
The data collected from all mining operations in the sample, (i.e., n=13), showed that
in cases where initial examinations discover pre-existing conditions, the following
actions are taken:
a) Referred to a public clinic or private health care provider for treatment. After
stabilizing they are re-assessed for fitness capacity.
b) Referred for optimization, if that has already been done, they are then monitored
as per set frequencies.
c) Occupational diseases are confirmed with reporting institutions and medical
conditions are entered into the chronic register for monthly monitoring.
d) Any pre-existing condition is assessed by the OMP and he/she makes the decision
on any further management/referral for specialist opinions/reports. Cases are
managed per individual instances.

e) Occupational diseases are referred to their previous companies for submission.
f) Pre-existing conditions are recorded and if not meeting the standard, discretionary
fitness is given to the candidate.
Summary of findings on initial medical examinations: It is confirmed from this
subsection of the results that all mining operations in the sample, (i.e., n=13), conduct
baseline

medical

examinations

when

employees

are

on-boarded

cardiorespiratory medical questionnaires and screening procedures.

using

The organs

targeted during initial medical examinations are the lungs, heart, eyes, ears,
bladder/kidneys, and any other job-specific fitness tests necessary. These medical
examinations utilize a variety of medical instruments suitable for each target organ.
The result also shows that a procedure is in place at each mining operation to manage
pre-existing conditions.
A comparison of the literature base, the mandatory COP and the survey results of the
organs affected by RCS dust exposure and the associated tests shows that only the
lungs are referenced in the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance. All other organs, i.e., the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and the brain and
associated tests are not included in the mandatory COP. The gaps between the lung
tests found in the literature base and those that are included in the mandatory COP
are Tissue Biopsy, DLCO test, Bronchoscopy, CT scans, Sputum and Skin tests.
Although testing of the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and the brain was found in the
survey results, testing is not meant to detect disease caused by exposure to RCS dust
but rather for fitness purposes to perform work at a mine. No Gaps could be found
between the survey and existing literature for COP’s in UK, USA, Canada, Australia
and other African Countries on organs included in RCS medical surveillances other
than cardiorespiratory organs.
No gaps could be found at sub-sector level in initial medical examinations conducted
during medical surveillance except for extra job specific assessments conducted in
gold, platinum and coal mines sub-sectors to determine physical fitness for specific
job categories and sputum and skin tests to detect PTB in the platinum and gold mine
sub-sectors.
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Periodic Medical Examinations
In compliance with Regulation 11.7(4) of the MHSAct, all the participating mining
operations in the sample, (i.e., n=13), indicated that they conduct periodic medical
examinations as part of their medical surveillance program. The participating mines
made a distinction between standard medical screening that is routine, and the riskbased medical screening undertaken based on the risk assessment outcomes of
exposure to RCS dust. The results show that all medical screening is conducted at
occupational health centers at mine premises. Table 7 below shows a comparison of
periodic medical examinations found in the literature review, in the survey and in the
mandatory COP.
Table 7: Periodic medicals – Literature vs survey vs mandatory COP
No.
1

Activity
Medical
Screening

Literature Base

-

2

Screening
Frequency

-

3

Disease
Management

-

4

Organs Targeted

-

Based on Baseline
tests
Routine and Risk
Based Approach
Frequency
determined by incountry OH
regulations
Determined by incountry OH
regulations

Lungs, Heart,
Kidneys, Skin,
Bones and Brain

Survey

Mandatory

Gaps in

COP

Survey

Gaps in COP

Same as Literature Base

Same as
Literature Base

None

None

Annual for >10% OEL
(0.1mg/m3)
Bi-Annual/ Quarterly for
>50% OEL (0.5mg/m3)
Case by case basis
OH related illnesses are
managed in-house
Medical conditions are
referred for specialized
healthcare
Same as Literature Base

Same as Survey

None

None

Same as Survey

None

None

Lungs

None

Heart,
Kidneys, Skin,
Bones and
Brain

-

Medical Screening
As captured in Table 7 above, the mining operations in the sample indicated that
periodic medicals are conducted routinely and depending on risk-based assessments.
The tests conducted during both routine and risk based medical examinations include
a comparison with baseline or previous tests to ensure that employee health
conditions did not deteriorate. As such, the tests conducted, organs targeted and
instruments used in periodic medical examinations are similar to the ones in the initial
medical examinations displayed in Table 5 in the previous section, except for the full

medical history.

The sample medical examination templates obtained from

participating mining operations are attached as Annexure 2.
The only difference is in routine and risk-based medical examinations dependent on
RCS dust exposure levels of greater than 10% of the OEL (0.1mg/m3) as set out in
Schedule 22.9 (2) (a) and (b) of Regulation 11 of the MHSAct. The participating mining
operations indicated that employees with exposure in excess of 10% of the OEL
(0.1mg/m3) are routinely monitored while employees with exposure of more than 50%
OEL (0.5mg/m3) undergo further biological monitoring in which urine and blood
samples are taken for testing at pre-determined intervals as such exposure is
considered excessive according to Guild et al (2001).
As with baseline medical examinations, the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain are
not included in the periodic medical examinations mandatory COP for RCS dust
exposure as shown in Table 5 in the previous section. No further gaps could be found
in medical screening in periodic medical examinations during medical surveillance
between the literature base and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure.
Screening Frequency
Screening frequencies provided by participating mining operations varied between
routine and risk based medical screening and are dependent on risk categories and
RCS dust exposure levels as directed in the mandatory COP for an OH program on
personal exposure to airborne pollutants (MHSI 2002). The frequency for routine
screening, i.e., where RCS exposure levels are greater than 10% of the OEL
(0.1mg/m3) but less than 50% OEL (0.5mg/m3), is annual medical screening with biannual repeats of either audio or spirometry if exposures are higher for high-risk
employees.
The mining operations in the sample conduct medical screening more frequently, i.e.,
bi-annually or quarterly,

in response to risk-based assessments conducted

periodically for high risk working environments of more than 50% OEL (0.5mg/m3)
dust exposure.

This applies to all employees working underground, surface

operations, open cast and in workshops and any other identified high-risk employees.
The screening frequency in the gold and platinum sub-sectors is higher than other
sectors due to higher volumes of mining activities and therefore higher concentration
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of RCS dust exposure. Medical screening for office-based employees are conducted
two yearly and bi-annually for proto teams. Participating mines in gold and silica sand
sub-sectors indicated that they also screen employees returning from leave if the last
examination was last taken over a year prior. No gaps could be found between the
literature base and the mandatory COP for screening frequencies in medical
surveillance.
Disease Management
Similar to initial medical examinations, the participating mining operations indicated
that periodic medical examinations resulting in adverse diagnosis are investigated
further on a case-by-case basis at the discretion of the resident OMP. Management
thereof is similar to how pre-existing conditions are managed in initial/baseline
examinations except that occupational related illnesses are managed inhouse where
possible while any other medical conditions are referred for specialized healthcare.
Summary of findings on periodic medical examinations:

The results in this

subsection show that routine and risk based medical examinations are conducted
during periodic medical examinations by all mining operations in the sample, (i.e.,
n=13). These examinations are compared with baseline or previous tests to ensure
consistency of health and safety among employees.

Similar to initial medical

examinations, the lungs, heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain are screened during
periodic medicals using associated medical instruments in Table 6 in the previous
section. However, only the lungs are included in the mandatory COP for RCS dust
exposure, the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain are not included. No other gaps
could be found in medical screening for RCS dust exposure between the literature
base and the mandatory COP for periodic medical examinations.
The frequency of routine medical examinations for employees with RCS exposure
levels greater than 10% of the OEL (0.1mg/m3) but less than 50% OEL (0.5mg/m3) is
annually while the frequency of risk based medical examination for employees with
exposures greater than 50% OEL (0.5mg/m3) is typically more often, i.e., quarterly or
bi-annually, depending on risk-based assessments of exposure limits. The screening
frequency in the gold and platinum sub-sectors is higher than other sectors due to
higher volumes of mining activities and therefore higher concentration of RCS dust

exposure. No gaps could be found between the literature base and the mandatory
COP for screening frequencies in periodic medical examinations.
Adverse diagnosis from periodic medical examinations is managed on a case-by-case
basis as determined by the OMP. Diagnoses of medical conditions are referred for
specialized healthcare and OH related illnesses are managed in-house.
Exit Medical Examinations
In compliance with Regulation 11.7(5) of the MHSAct, all the participating mining
operations, (i.e., n=13), indicated that they conduct exit medical examinations when
employees leave employment as part of the medical surveillance program.

Exit

medical examinations are aimed at profiling the medical status of employees at exit of
employment.
Medical screening in exit medical examinations draws comparisons with the historical
medical assessments conducted throughout the employee’s period of employment.
Effectively, the tests conducted, instrument used, and body organs targeted during
exit medical examinations are similar to those used in both the initial and periodic
medical examinations, with the exception of medical history. Table 8 below shows a
comparison of exit medical examinations found in the literature review, in the survey
and in the mandatory COP:
Table 8: Exit medicals – Literature vs survey vs mandatory COP comparisons

No.

Activity

Literature Base

Survey

1

Medical
Screening

-

Based on Baseline and
Periodic Medicals

Same as Literature Base

2

Organs
Targeted

-

Lungs, Heart, Kidneys,
Skin, Bones and Brain

Same as Literature Base

3

Disease
Management

Determined by incountry OH regulations

-

4

Reporting

Determined by incountry OH regulations

-

-

Medical conditions are
referred for specialized
healthcare
Exit Certificate
OH Disease is reported to
relevant institutions for
compliance purposes.

Mandatory

Gaps in

COP

Survey

Gaps in COP

Same as
Literature
Base
Lungs

None

None

None

Same as
Survey

None

Heart, Kidneys,
Skin, Bones
and Brain
None

Same as
Survey

None

None
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The sample medical examination templates obtained from participating mining
operations are attached as Annexure 2.
As with periodic medical examinations, the only organs potentially affected by RCS
dust exposure included in the mandatory COP for exit medical examinations are the
lungs. Other organs such as the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain are not included
in the mandatory COP. No further gaps could be found between the literature base
and the mandatory COP for exit medical examinations in medical surveillance.
In cases where miners are suspected or diagnosed with disease or infection during
exit medical examinations, the OMP decides on further management which may entail
referral for specialized treatment. Occupational diseases are reported to relevant
institutions in compliance with current legislation. The proof of compliance, referrals
made, and the full medical result of employees are all registered on exit certificates.
Summary of findings on exit medical examinations:

All participating mining

operations, (i.e., n=13), conduct exit medical examinations when employees exit
employment.

These examinations are based on historical medical assessments

conducted throughout the duration of employment to profile the health status of the
employee. Similar medical tests, instrument used, and body organs targeted during
initial and periodic medical examinations are conducted during exit medical
examinations. The only gap found between the literature base and the mandatory
COP is that the lungs are the only organ included in the mandatory COP for exit
medical screening and does not include other organs potentially affected by RCS dust
exposure such as the as the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain.
Suspected or diagnosed disease or infection during exit medical examinations is
managed further by referring patients for specialized healthcare and reporting any
occupational diseases to relevant institutions for compliance purposes.

An exit

certificate is also issued with regards to the completed medical examination.

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
5.1 Introduction
The purpose of this section is to discuss the results presented in the preceding section
of this report.

To determine the comprehensiveness of the RCS dust exposure

medical surveillance system to monitor all organs that are adversely affected in the
SAMI, the survey results are interpreted, discussed, and evaluated against the
following research items:
a) The RCS Dust Exposure Medical Surveillance System in the SAMI
b) Human Organs Adversely Affected from RCS Dust Exposure
c) Clinical Diagnosis Methods applied/utilized and/or available during standard
Medical Surveillance currently in the SAMI
5.2 The RCS Dust Exposure Medical Surveillance System in the SAMI
As indicated earlier, the MHSAct of South Africa guides on the system of medical
surveillance for exposure to crystalline silica dust under Regulation 11.7 (1 to 5) which
can be summarized as follows:
1. Every employer must establish and maintain a system of medical surveillance for
all employees who perform work in any working place where exposure to crystalline
silica dust occurs in excess of 10% of the OEL for crystalline silica dust
2. The system of medical surveillance must consist of an initial examination, periodic
examinations and an exit examination.
Regulation 9 (1 to 3) of the MHSAct further guides that employers may prepare and
implement a mandatory COP on mine activities affecting the health and safety of
employees. Should the mandatory COP be required by the Chief Inspectorate of
Mines, all mines should comply with guidelines issued by the Chief Inspectorate of
Mines.

Since the Chief Inspectorate of Mines requires compliance to minimum

standards on medical surveillance for RCS dust exposure by all mines in South Africa,
they have provided guidelines on minimum standards that should be adhered to. Such
guidelines have been provided in the Mandatory Code of Practice for an Occupational
Health Program (OH and Medical Surveillance), on Personal Exposure to Airborne
Pollutants (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1) and Minimum Standards of Fitness to Perform Work
at a Mine (DMRE 16/3/2/3-A3).
As reported in the previous section, the survey results showed that mining operations
in the SAMI have an RCS exposure medical surveillance system in place for RCS
dust exposure in excess of 10% of the OEL. Such exposure is identified through risk
assessments conducted to identify areas of RCS dust exposure in excess of the
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minimum standard. It was further confirmed that the systems of medical surveillance
for RCS dust exposure consist of initial examinations, periodic examinations and exit
examinations.
Evidence was found in the survey results that mining houses have operating practices
for medical screening procedures and risk based assessments as well as disease
management processes aimed at eliminating, controlling, minimizing health
risk/hazards, preventing, detecting, and treating occupational disease.

Further

evidence was found in the MHSI annual reports (MHSI 2021), showing that all mining
companies exposed to RCS dust exposure in the SAMI adhere to the prescribed
medical surveillance mandatory COP and report medical surveillances conducted
throughout the year to the DMRE.
Additionally, evidence was found in secondary data that there’s been a steady decline
in cases of pneumoconiosis, i.e., PTB, Silicosis and NIHL in the SAMI due to
interventions implemented during the 2003 and 2014 MHSC milestones. One such
intervention was a strengthened disease monitoring, control and management system
in form of medical surveillance prompting regulatory bodies to implement a mandatory
COP for exposure to RCS dust.
A comparison of the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance in the SAMI with the
literature base on available RCS dust exposure medical surveillance systems in
Canada (Manitoba 2018), Australia (QLD 2019), UK (Bradshaw 2010) USA (Raymond
et al., 2006) and other African countries (Debswana 2017), showed consistency in the
risk based approach of medical surveillance systems and in the concept of initial/base,
periodic and exit medical examinations.
It can therefore be concluded that RCS dust exposure medical surveillance systems
are in place in the SAMI and that those systems are effective enough to address the
minimum requirements of a medical surveillance system capable to manage, control
and eliminate exposure to RCS dust.

Whether or not the system of medical

surveillance for RCS dust exposure is adequate enough to monitor all organs
adversely affected lies in the tests and screening procedures that are conducted
during initial/base, periodic and exit medical examinations.

5.3 Human Organs Adversely Affected from RCS Dust Exposure
The only body system referenced for medical surveillance of RCS dust exposure in
Regulation 11.7 of the MHSAct and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
(DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1) is the cardio-respiratory system focused on the lungs, mainly to
detect pneumoconiosis such as silicosis, asbestosis, cardio-respiratory TB and CWP
(Guild et al (2001). Since there’s a historical prevalence of pneumoconiosis in the
SAMI, it is expected that the regulation and mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
would focus on the cardio-respiratory system.

Other human organs potentially

affected by exposure to RCS dust are neither included in the regulation nor the
mandatory COP.
The literature base on the human organs adversely affected by RCS dust exposure
reviewed for this study showed that other than the cardio-respiratory system, the
following systems are potentially affected:
a) Cardiovascular System whose effects manifest in heart functionality impairment
and disease such as Cor Pulmonale and CVD (Liu et al., 2014, Dominioni et al.,
2013, Mendis et al., 2011)
b) Renal System whose effects manifest in kidney functionality impairment and
disease such as CKD and ESRD (Ghahramani 2010; Evans et al., 2017, Vupputuri
et al., 2012)
c) Autoimmune System whose effects manifest in the skin, bones and brain and
disease such as RA, SLE and Multiple Scleroderma (Parks et al., 2002, Vihlborg
et al., 2017, Blanc et al., 2015)
The results of the survey from all mining operations represented in the sample, (i.e.,
n=13), showed that the human organs targeted during RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance are the lungs, heart, eyes, ears, and bladder/kidneys. The lungs are
covered through lung function testing stipulated in the “Guidance Note for Lung
Function Testing (DMRE 25/5/P)” and the “Guidance Note for Occupational Medical
Practitioners: Tuberculosis Control Programs (DMR 25/5/P)”, to determine the
presence of pneumoconiosis resulting from exposure to RCS dust. Although the other
organs such as the heart, eyes, ears and kidneys are included in medical surveillance
by participating mines, their inclusion is mainly to examine fitness to perform work at
a mine rather than for purposes of exposure to RCS dust.
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Furthermore, the results corroborate the literature base on RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance only in as far as the lungs in the cardio-respiratory system are
concerned (Chen et al., 2012, Möhner, 2013, Kootbodien et al., 2019). Evidence of
medical surveillance of the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain to detect and monitor
disease from RCS dust exposure could not be found in the survey results although
found in the literature base.
It is therefore determined from the survey results that although an RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance system is in place in the SAMI, it is not comprehensive enough
to monitor all the organs that are potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust. This
could be due to the fact that the only organ included in the regulatory guidelines for
the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance are the lungs and not the other organs
potentially affected, i.e., the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain. It is expected that
mining houses would be obliged to only adhere to the minimum standards stipulated
in the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance.
Proposition 1
Based on the findings from the survey study, the proposition that not all human
organs adversely affected by extended periods of exposure to RCS dust are
monitored in the occupational medical surveillance process in the SAMI was
therefore ACCEPTED.
5.4 Clinical Diagnosis Methods applied/utilized and/or available during standard
Medical Surveillance currently in the SAMI
Clinical diagnosis for medical surveillances in the SAMI is conducted during initial
(pre-placement and baseline) medical examinations, periodic (routine and risk based)
medical examinations and exit medical examinations.

Table 9 below shows a

summary of the clinical examinations and tests prescribed in Regulation 11.7 of the
MHSAct and the COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4A1) as the minimum standard to be implemented during RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance.

Table 9: Summary of regulations for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance

Examination
1
2

Tests to be Performed

Initial — carried out on starting or

Respiratory Questionnaire, Cardiorespiratory examination

before undertaking work

Chest X-ray (large plate), Lung function test (spirometry)

Periodic – one year after the initial

Cardiorespiratory examination, Chest X-ray (large plate)

examinations and thereafter, risk

Lung function test (spirometry)

based
3

Exit – when employment terminated

Cardiorespiratory examination

for any reason

Chest X-ray (large plate) (not necessary if done < 3 months before)
Lung function test (spirometry) (not necessary if done < 1 year before)

Initial Medical Examinations
The results of the survey from all mining operations represented in the sample, (i.e.,
n=13), showed that initial (baseline) medical examinations are conducted when
employees are on-boarded. This is a mandatory requirement in terms of Regulation
11.7(3) of the MHSAct, the mandatory COP for fitness to perform work at a mine
((DMRE 16/3/2/3-A3) and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).
Baseline examinations include a full medical history and respiratory questioning aimed
at establishing the employee’s medical profile, including current and past
cardiorespiratory problems and an occupational history detailing possible exposure to
silica dust. The sample medical examination templates obtained from participating
mining operations are attached as Annexure 2. The participating mining operations
indicated that they also conduct cardiorespiratory examination using chest X-rays and
lung function tests.
A comparison of the literature base, the mandatory COP and the survey results on the
medical tests conducted during initial medical examinations showed that only the lungs
are referenced in the mandatory COP for medical surveillance. All medical tests other
organs potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust, i.e., the heart, kidneys, skin,
bones and the brain are not included in the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure.
The results further showed a variety of non-invasive tests conducted during RCS
medical surveillance in the SAMI which examines lung and heart functionality as well
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as other functionality such as vision, drugs, hearing, body morphology etc. The later
tests are conducted to assess job specific fitness levels. Sputum and skin tests were
reported in the gold and platinum subsectors for PTB detection. This was expected
due to the high prevalence of PTB in these mining subsectors (Minerals Council 2020).
Although urine test is conducted during medical surveillance, it is mostly done to test
drug usage and not renal functionality.

This confirms the non-invasive medical

techniques used globally in Australia (QLD, 2019, Vic 2017), Canada (NFL, 2006,
Manitoba, 2018), South Africa (DMRE 2016) the UK (Bradshaw 2010) and (HSE
2013), the ILO (GBD 2017) and the USA (Hammett et al., 2011).
Invasive clinical medical techniques for diagnosis were not found in the RCS medical
surveillances for participating mining operations in this research although the general
finding was that invasive techniques such as tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy were
only conducted by specialists on referral basis when underlying disease other than
pneumoconiosis was suspected. This is a departure from international practices which
include DLCO tests in the medical surveillance mandatory COP for RCS exposure,
i.e., in Australia (Vic 2017), Canada (NFL 2006) and the USA (Raymond et al., 2006).
The DLCO is an enhanced lung function test which evaluate the presence of possible
parenchymal lung disease when spirometry tests and/or lung volume determinations
suggest a reduced vital capacity.
The participating mining operations indicated that pre-existing conditions found during
initial medical examinations are assessed and further management/referral for
specialist opinions/reports decided upon and if not meeting the standard, discretionary
fitness is given to the candidate. This is consistent with the risk assessment and
control guidelines included in the OH program for the mandatory COP on RCS dust
exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).
It is determined from the survey results that initial/baseline medical examinations are
conducted in the SAMI as part of medical surveillance for RCS dust exposure and are
comprehensive enough to only monitor cardiorespiratory organs and not all other
organs potentially affected by RCS dust exposure. The gaps between the lung tests
found in the literature base and these that are included in the mandatory COP are
Tissue Biopsy, DLCO test, Bronchoscopy, CT scans, Sputum and Skin tests. No gaps
could be found at sub-sector level in initial medical examinations conducted during

RCS dust exposure medical surveillance as this is a mandatory requirement by the
MHSI. The only differences are in terms of extra job specific assessments conducted
in gold, platinum and coal mining sub-sectors to determine physical fitness for specific
job categories and sputum and skin tests performed to detect PTB in the platinum and
gold mining subsectors.
Periodic Medical Examinations
Similar to the results in initial medical examinations, all mining operations represented
in the sample, (i.e., n=13), showed that periodic medical examinations are conducted
in RCS dust exposure medical surveillances in line with Regulation 11.7(4) of the
MHSAct and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE
16/3/2/4-A1). Medical screening in periodic medical examinations is conducted
routinely and depending on risk based assessments. Employees with exposure in
excess of 10% of the OEL (0.1mg/m3) are routinely monitored as set out in Schedule
22.9 (2) (a) and (b) of Regulation 11 of the MHSAct. Employees with exposure of
more than 50% OEL (0.5mg/m3) undergo further monitoring at shorter pre-determined
intervals as such exposure is considered excessive (Guild et al., 2001).
The results showed that the tests conducted during both routine and risk-based RCS
dust exposure medical examinations include a comparison with baseline or previous
tests to ensure that employee health conditions did not deteriorate, as guided in the
MHSAct. The frequency of routine medical screening is annual medical examinations
while the frequency of risk based medical screening is conducted bi-annually or
quarterly in response to risk-based assessments particularly in the mine subsectors
such as gold and platinum with higher prevalence of pneumoconiosis.
The risk based approach in periodic medical examinations found in the survey results
is in alignment with the RCS medical surveillance mandatory COP in the SAMI and
medical surveillance programs in other African countries (Debswana, 2012; Rossing,
2020; Equinet, 2018)., Australia (Qld, 2019; Vic, 2017), Canada (Manitoba, 2018;
Chernys, 2017), the UK (HSW Act 1974; Bradshaw 2010) and the USA (Raymond et
al., 2006; OSHA 2020). The participating mines indicated that adverse diagnosis
found during periodic medical examinations are investigated further on a case-by-case
basis. Occupational related illnesses are managed inhouse and reported to relevant
institutions, where necessary, for compliance purposes. Any other medical conditions
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are referred for specialized healthcare. Disease management is in line with the
exposure control guidelines stipulated in the OH program for the mandatory COP on
RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).
Since medical screening in periodical medical examinations draws a comparison with
baseline medical examinations, similar tests are conducted and the same organs are
targeted. As such, the gaps found between the literature base and the mandatory
COP for RCS dust exposure in terms of the tests conducted and human organs
targeted are similar to those in initial medical examinations. No gaps could be found
between the literature base and the mandatory COP in the screening frequency and
disease management in periodic medical examinations, although a subsector
comparison showed more frequent testing intervals in the gold and platinum
subsectors due to higher concentrations of RCS dust.
It is determined from the survey results that periodic medical examinations are
conducted in the SAMI as part of medical surveillance for RCS dust exposure and are
comprehensive enough to only monitor cardiorespiratory organs and not all other
organs potentially affected by RCS dust exposure.
Exit Medical Examinations
Similar to the results in both initial and periodic medical examinations, all mining
operations represented in the sample, (i.e., n=13), showed that exit medical
examinations are conducted in RCS dust exposure medical surveillances when
employees leave employment in line with Regulation 11.7(5) of the MHSAct and the
mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).
The results showed that exit medical examinations draw from all available historical
medical assessments conducted throughout the duration of employment to profile the
health status of the employee. As with periodic screening, similar medical tests,
instrument used, and body organs targeted during initial and periodic medical
examinations are conducted during exit medical examinations.

Suspected or

diagnosed disease or infection during exit medical examinations is managed in a
similar manner as periodic examinations except that an exit certificate is also issued
on the medical profile of the employee.

The literature base on disease management and reporting in exit medical
examinations during medical surveillance refers to in-country OH regulations. The
results in this study show that disease management and reporting in exit medical
examinations align with the COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE
16/3/2/4-A1). The only gaps found in exit medical examinations between the literature
base and the mandatory COP are the tests conducted and the human organs targeted,
similar to initial and periodic medical examinations.
As with initial and periodic medical examinations, it is determined from the survey
results that exit medical examinations are conducted in the SAMI as part of medical
surveillance for RCS dust exposure and are comprehensive enough to only profile the
health status of organs in the cardiorespiratory system for employees and not all other
organs potentially affected by RCS dust exposure.
Proposition 2
Based on the findings from the survey study, the proposition that the current crystalline
silica dust exposure medical surveillance system in the SAMI is not comprehensive
enough to monitor all organs adverse health outcomes was therefore ACCEPTED.

GAP ANALYSIS
6.1 Introduction
The comparative analysis method was used to identify gaps between the medical
surveillance systems and programs for RCS dust exposure that were reviewed in
literature, the survey results for the study and the existing mandatory COP for RCS
dust exposure medical surveillance in the SAMI. Critical variables in the existing
mandatory COP were compared with other systems of RCS dust exposure medical
surveillances to deduce similarities and differences thereof.
In order to determine the gaps between the existing medical surveillance COP and the
desired mandatory COP, comparative analysis was conducted under the following
subsections:
a) The RCS Dust Exposure Medical Surveillance System in the SAMI
b) Human Organs Adversely Affected from RCS Dust Exposure
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c) Clinical Diagnosis Methods Available and Applied During Standard Medical
Surveillance Currently in the SAMI
6.2 The RCS Dust Exposure Medical Surveillance System in the SAMI
As indicated earlier, the MHSAct of South Africa guides on the system of medical
surveillance for exposure to crystalline silica dust under Regulation 11.7 (1 to 5) which
can be summarized as follows:
(i) Every employer must establish and maintain a system of medical surveillance for
all employees who perform work in any working place where exposure to crystalline
silica dust occurs in excess of 10% of the OEL for crystalline silica dust
(ii) The system of medical surveillance must consist of an initial examination, periodic
examinations and an exit examination.
Regulation 9 (1 to 3) of the MHSAct further guides that the employers may prepare
and implement a mandatory COP on mine activities affecting the health and safety of
employees. Should the mandatory COP be required by the Chief Inspectorate of
Mines, all mines should comply with guidelines issued by the Chief Inspectorate of
Mines.

Since the Chief Inspectorate of Mines requires compliance to minimum

standards on medical surveillance for RCS dust exposure by all mines in South Africa,
they have provided guidelines on minimum standards that should be adhered to. Such
guidelines have been provided in the Mandatory Code of Practice for an Occupational
Health Program (OH and Medical Surveillance), on Personal Exposure to Airborne
Pollutants (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1) and Minimum Standards of Fitness to Perform Work
at a Mine (DMRE 16/3/2/3-A3).
As reported earlier, the survey results showed that mining operations in the SAMI
have an RCS exposure medical surveillance system in place for RCS dust exposure
in excess of 10% of the OEL. Such exposure is identified through risk assessments
conducted to identify areas of RCS dust exposure in excess of the minimum standard.
It was further confirmed that the systems of medical surveillance for RCS dust
exposure consist of initial examinations, periodic examinations and exit examinations.
Evidence was found in the survey results that mining houses have operating practices
for medical screening procedures and risk based assessments as well as disease
management processes aimed at eliminating, controlling, minimizing health

risk/hazards, preventing, detecting, and treating occupational disease.

Further

evidence was found in the MHSI annual reports (MHSI 2021), showing that all mining
companies exposed to RCS dust exposure in the SAMI adhere to the prescribed
medical surveillance mandatory COP and report medical surveillances conducted
throughout the year to the DMRE.
Additionally, evidence was found in secondary data that there’s been a steady decline
in cases of pneumoconiosis, i.e., PTB, Silicosis and NIHL in the SAMI due to
interventions implemented during the 2003 and 2014 MHSC milestones. One such
intervention was a strengthened disease monitoring, control and management system
in form of medical surveillance prompting regulatory bodies to implement a mandatory
COP for exposure to RCS dust.
A comparison of the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance in the SAMI with the
literature base on available RCS dust exposure medical surveillance systems in
Canada (Manitoba 2018), Australia (QLD 2019), UK (Bradshaw 2010) USA (Raymond
et al., 2006) and other African countries (Debswana 2012), showed consistency in the
risk based approach of medical surveillance systems and in the concept of initial/base,
periodic and exit medical examinations.
It can therefore be concluded that the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance is in place in the SAMI and that the system is effective enough to address
the minimum requirements of a medical surveillance system capable to manage,
control and eliminate exposure to RCS dust. Whether or not the system of medical
surveillance for RCS dust exposure is effective enough to monitor all organs adversely
affected lies in the tests and screening procedures that are conducted during
initial/base, periodic and exit medical examinations.
Summary of Gaps – System of medical surveillance: No gaps could be found in
the existing mandatory COP and regulations for the system of RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance in the SAMI. Table 10 below summarizes the comparison of the
existing and the desired RCS dust exposure medical surveillance system in the SAMI.
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Table 10: Summary of gaps – system of medical surveillance

Gap Analysis – System of Medical Surveillance
Variable
The RCS Dust
Exposure Medical
Surveillance
System in the
SAMI

Desired State
1. Medical Surveillance
System in the SAMI
2. Consisting of Initial,
Periodic and Exit
Medical
Examinations

Current State
1. Medical Surveillance
System is already in
place

Identified

Proposed

Gaps

Actions

No Gaps
Identified

No Proposed
Actions

2. Consists of Initial,
Periodic and Exit
Medical
Examinations

3. A Mandatory Code of
Practice in the SAMI 3. Mandatory Code of
Practice is already in
Place

6.3 Human Organs Adversely Affected from RCS Dust Exposure
The only body system referenced for medical surveillance of RCS dust exposure in
Regulation 11.7 of the MHSAct and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
(DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1) is the cardio-respiratory system focused on the lungs, mainly to
detect pneumoconiosis such as silicosis, asbestosis, cardio-respiratory TB and CWP
(Guild et al., (2001). Since there’s a historical prevalence of pneumoconiosis in the
SAMI, it is expected that the regulation and mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
would focus on the cardio-respiratory system.

Other human organs potentially

affected by exposure to RCS dust are neither included in the regulation nor the
mandatory COP.
The literature base on the human organs adversely affected by RCS dust exposure in
reported in earlier showed that other than the cardio-respiratory system, the following
systems are potentially affected:
a) Cardiovascular System whose effects manifest in heart functionality impairment
and disease such as Cor Pulmonale and CVD (Liu et al., 2014; Dominioni et al.,
2013; Mendis et al., 2011)
b) Renal System whose effects manifest in kidney functionality impairment and
disease such as CKD and ESRD (Ghahramani 2010; Evans et al., 2017; Vupputuri
et al., 2012)

c) Autoimmune System whose effects manifest in the skin, bones and brain and
disease such as RA, SLE and Multiple Scleroderma (Boudigaard et al., 2021;
Vihlborg et al., 2017; Blanc et al., 2015)
The survey results for the study showed that the human organs targeted during RCS
dust exposure medical surveillance are the lungs, heart, eyes, ears, and
bladder/kidneys. The lungs are covered through lung function testing stipulated in the
“Guidance Note for Lung Function Testing (DMRE 25/5/P)” and the “Guidance Note
for Occupational Medical Practitioners: Tuberculosis Control Programs (DMR 25/5/P)”,
to determine the presence of pneumoconiosis resulting from exposure to RCS dust.
Although the other organs such as the heart, eyes, ears and kidneys are included in
medical surveillance by participating mines, their inclusion is mainly to examine fitness
to perform work at a mine rather than for purposes of exposure to RCS dust.
Furthermore, the results corroborate the literature base on RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance only in as far as the lungs in the cardio-respiratory system are
concerned (Chen et al., 2012; Möhner, 2013; Kootbodien et al., 2019). Evidence of
medical surveillance of the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain to detect and monitor
disease from RCS dust exposure could not be found in the survey results although
found in the literature base. It is therefore determined that although a mandatory COP
for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance is in place in the SAMI, it is not
comprehensive enough to monitor all the organs that are potentially affected by
exposure to RCS dust. This could be due to the fact that the only organ included in
the regulatory guidelines for the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance are the lungs
and not the other organs potentially affected, i.e., the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and
brain. It is expected that mining houses would be obliged to only adhere to the
minimum standards stipulated in the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance.
Summary of Gaps – Human organs affected: The cardiovascular system (heart),
the renal system (kidneys) and the autoimmune system (the skin, bones and brain)
are not included for monitoring in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust medical
surveillance in the SAMI. Table 11 below summarizes the comparison of the existing
and the desired human organs adversely affected by RCS dust exposure that should
be included in medical surveillance.
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Table 11: Summary of gaps – human organs affected

Gap Analysis – Human Organs Affected
Variable

Desired Future State

Human
Organs
Adversely
Affected from
RCS Dust
Exposure

1. Cardiorespiratory System
(Lungs)

Current State

Identified Gaps

1. Cardiorespiratory 1. Cardiovascular
System (Lungs)
System (Heart)

2. Cardiovascular System
(Heart)

2. Renal System
(Kidneys)

3. Renal System (Kidneys)

3. Autoimmune
System (Brain,
Bones and the
Skin)

4. Autoimmune System
(Brain, Bones and the
Skin)

Proposed Actions
The Regulation and
Mandatory COP must
be updated to include
surveillance of the
Cardiovascular, renal
and autoimmune
organs, (heart, kidneys,
skin, bones and brain)

6.4 Clinical Diagnosis Methods Available and Applied during standard Medical
Surveillance currently in the SAMI
Clinical diagnosis for medical surveillances in the SAMI is conducted during initial
(pre-placement and baseline) medical examinations, periodic (routine and risk based)
medical examinations and exit medical examinations.

Table 12 below shows a

summary of the clinical examinations and tests prescribed in Regulation 11.7 of the
MHSAct and the COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4A1) as the minimum standard to be implemented during RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance.
Table 12: Summary of gaps – clinical examinations and tests

Examination
1
2

Tests to be Performed

Initial — carried out on starting

Respiratory Questionnaire, Cardiorespiratory examination

or before undertaking work

Chest x-ray (large plate), Lung function test (spirometry)

Periodic – one year after the

Cardiorespiratory examination, Chest x-ray (large plate)

initial examinations and

Lung function test (spirometry)

thereafter, risk based
3

Exit – when employment

Cardiorespiratory examination

terminated for any reason

Chest x-ray (large plate) (not necessary if done < 3 months before)
Lung function test (spirometry) (not necessary if done < 1 year before)

Initial Medical Examinations
The survey results for the study showed that initial (baseline) medical examinations
are conducted when employees are on-boarded. This is a mandatory requirement in

terms of Regulation 11.7(3) of the MHSAct, the mandatory COP for fitness to perform
work at a mine ((DMRE 16/3/2/3-A3) and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).

Baseline examinations include a full

medical history and respiratory questioning aimed at establishing the employee’s
medical profile, including current and past cardiorespiratory problems and an
occupational history detailing possible exposure to silica dust.

Cardiorespiratory

examination are also conducted using chest x-rays and lung function tests.
A comparison of the literature base, the mandatory COP and the survey results on the
medical tests conducted during initial medical examinations showed that only the lungs
are referenced in the mandatory COP for medical surveillance. All medical tests for
other organs potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust, i.e., the heart, kidneys,
skin, bones and the brain are not included in the mandatory COP for RCS dust
exposure.
The survey results further showed a variety of non-invasive tests conducted during
RCS medical surveillance in the SAMI which examines lung and heart functionality as
well as other functionality such as vision, drugs, hearing, body morphology etc. The
later tests are conducted to assess job specific fitness levels. Sputum and skin tests
were reported in the gold and platinum subsectors for PTB detection. This was
expected due to the high prevalence of PTB in these mining subsectors (Minerals
Council 2020). Although urine test is conducted during medical surveillance, it is
mostly done to test drug usage and not renal functionality. This confirms the noninvasive medical techniques used globally in Australia (QLD 2019; Vic 2017), Canada
(NFL 2006; Manitoba 2018), South Africa (DMRE 2016) the UK (Bradshaw 2010) and
(HSE 2013), the ILO (GBD 2017) and the USA (Hammett et al., 2011).
Invasive clinical medical techniques for diagnosis were not found in the RCS medical
surveillances in the SAMI although the general finding was that invasive techniques
such as tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy were only conducted by specialists on
referral basis when underlying disease other than pneumoconiosis was suspected.
This is a departure from international practices which include DLCO tests in the
medical surveillance mandatory COP for RCS exposure, i.e., in Australia (Vic 2017),
Canada (NFL 2006) and the USA (Raymond et al., 2006). The DLCO is an enhanced
lung function test which evaluate the presence of possible parenchymal lung disease
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when spirometry tests and/or lung volume determinations suggest a reduced vital
capacity.
The survey showed that the pre-existing conditions found during initial medical
examinations are assessed and further management/referral for specialist
opinions/reports decided upon and if not meeting the standard, discretionary fitness
is given to the candidate. This is consistent with the risk assessment and control
guidelines included in the OH program for the mandatory COP on RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).
Table 13 below shows a summary of medical examination gaps in the mandatory COP
for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance.
Table 13: Summary of gaps – clinical diagnosis methods

Gap Analysis – Clinical Diagnosis Methods
Human

Desired Future State

Current State

Identified Gaps

Proposed Actions
The Regulation and Mandatory
COP must be updated to include
the following examinations:
- Sputum test
- Skin test
- Tissue Biopsy
- DLCO test
- Bronchoscopy
- CT Scans
- Cardiovascular Questioning
- Heart Functionality tests
- Renal Functionality
Questioning
- Urine tests
- Physical examination
- Clinical Questioning

Organ
Cardiorespiratory
Questioning, Lung
Function test,
Chest X-Rays

Heart

Full Medical History Cardiorespiratory
Questioning, Lung Function test,
Chest X-Rays, CT scans, Tissue
Biopsy, DLCO test, Bronchoscopy,
Sputum test, Skin testing
Cardiovascular Questioning, Heart
Functionality tests, Chest X-Rays, CT

Cardiovascular
tests not done

Sputum test, Skin
testing, Tissue Biopsy,
DLCO test,
Bronchoscopy and CT
scans
Not in included in The
COP and Regulation

Kidneys

Renal Functionality Questioning,
Urine tests, Physical examination

Renal tests not
done

Not in included in The
COP and Regulation

Clinical Questioning, Skin tests

Skin tests not done

Not in included in The
COP and Regulation

Clinical Questioning and Physical
examination

Bone condition
tests not done

Not in included in The
COP and Regulation

Clinical Questioning

Brain functionality
tests not done

Not in included in The
COP and Regulation

Lungs

Skin
Bones
Brain

It is therefore determined that initial/baseline medical examinations are included in the
mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance and that the
examinations are comprehensive enough to only monitor cardiorespiratory organs and
not all other organs potentially affected by RCS dust exposure. The lung tests found
in the literature base but not in the mandatory COP are Tissue Biopsy, DLCO test,
Bronchoscopy, CT scans, Sputum and Skin tests.

Summary of Gaps – Clinical diagnosis methods: Non-invasive tests such as CT
scans, DLCO, sputum and skin tests are not included in the mandatory COP for RCS
dust exposure medical surveillance for

cardiorespiratory medical examinations.

Invasive tests such as tissue biopsy and bronchoscopy tests are also not included in
the mandatory COP for cardiorespiratory medical examinations.
Periodic Medical Examinations
Similar to the initial medical examinations analysis, periodic medical examinations are
conducted in RCS dust exposure medical surveillances in line with Regulation 11.7(4)
of the MHSAct and the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance
(DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1). Medical screening in periodic medical examinations is
conducted routinely and depending on risk based assessments. Employees with
exposure in excess of 10% of the OEL (0.1mg/m3) are routinely monitored as set out
in Schedule 22.9 (2) (a) and (b) of Regulation 11 of the MHSAct. Employees with
exposure of more than 50% OEL (0.5mg/m3) undergo further monitoring at shorter
pre-determined intervals as such exposure is considered excessive (Guild et al (2001).
The survey results for the study showed that the tests conducted during both routine
and risk-based RCS dust exposure medical examinations include a comparison with
baseline or previous tests to ensure that employee health conditions did not
deteriorate, as guided in the MHSAct. The frequency of routine medical screening is
annual medical examinations while the frequency of risk based medical screening is
conducted bi-annually or quarterly in response to risk-based assessments particularly
in the mine subsectors such as gold and platinum with higher prevalence of
pneumoconiosis.
The risk based approach in periodic medical examinations found in the survey results
is in alignment with the RCS medical surveillance mandatory COP in the SAMI and
medical surveillance programs in other African countries (Debswana 2012; Rossing
2020; Equinet 2018)., Australia (Qld 2019; Vic 2017), Canada (Manitoba 2018;
Chernys 2017), the UK (HSW Act 1974; Bradshaw 2010) and the USA (Raymond et
al 2006; OSHA 2020). The survey showed that adverse diagnosis found during
periodic medical examinations are investigated further on a case-by-case basis.
Occupational related illnesses are managed inhouse and reported to relevant
institutions, where necessary, for compliance purposes. Any other medical conditions
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are referred for specialized healthcare. Disease management is in line with the
exposure control guidelines stipulated in the OH program for the mandatory COP on
RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).
Since medical screening in periodical medical examinations draws a comparison with
baseline medical examinations, similar tests are conducted and the same organs are
targeted. As such, the gaps found between the literature base and the mandatory
COP for RCS dust exposure in terms of the tests conducted and human organs
targeted are similar to those in initial medical examinations. No gaps could be found
between the literature base and the mandatory COP in the screening frequency and
disease management in periodic medical examinations, although a subsector
comparison showed more frequent testing intervals in the gold and platinum
subsectors due to higher concentrations of RCS dust.
It is therefore determined that periodic medical examinations are included in the
mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance and that the
examinations are comprehensive enough to only monitor cardiorespiratory organs and
not all other organs potentially affected by RCS dust exposure.
Summary of Gaps – Periodic medical examinations: The gaps in the existing
mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance relating to periodic
medical examinations are similar to those in initial medical examinations listed in Table
13 above. No gaps could be found in the risk-based approach and frequencies of
periodic medical examinations in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance.
Exit Medical Examinations
As with initial and periodic medical examinations, exit medical examinations are
conducted in RCS dust exposure medical surveillances when employees leave
employment in line with Regulation 11.7(5) of the MHSAct and the mandatory COP
for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1).
The survey results for the study showed that exit medical examinations draw from all
available historical medical assessments conducted throughout the duration of
employment to profile the health status of the employee. As with periodic screening,
similar medical tests, instrument used, and body organs targeted during initial and

periodic medical examinations are conducted during exit medical examinations.
Suspected or diagnosed disease or infection during exit medical examinations is
managed in a similar manner as periodic examinations except that an exit certificate
is also issued on the medical profile of the employee.
The literature base on disease management and reporting in exit medical
examinations during medical surveillance refers to in-country OH regulations. The
survey results showed that disease management and reporting in exit medical
examinations align with the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1). The only gaps found in exit medical examinations
between the literature base and the mandatory COP are the tests conducted and the
human organs targeted, similar to initial and periodic medical examinations.
Similar to initial and periodic medical examinations, it is determined that exit medical
examinations are included in the mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance and are comprehensive enough to only profile the health status of organs
in the cardiorespiratory system for employees and not all other organs potentially
affected by RCS dust exposure.
Summary of Gaps – Exit medical examinations:

The gaps in the existing

mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance relating to exit medical
examinations are similar to those in initial and periodic medical examinations listed in
Table 13 above. No other gaps could be found in exit medical examinations in the
existing mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Introduction
The summary of the main findings of this research is presented in this section. Within
the confines of the research limitations, this study sought to determine the
comprehensiveness of the RCS dust exposure medical surveillance system to monitor
all organs adversely affected in the SAMI.
A questionnaire consisting of sections on the general information and clinical diagnosis
methods applied/utilised and/or available during standard Medical Surveillance
currently in the SAMI during initial, periodic and exit medical examinations were
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designed to collect data on the current medical surveillance system from OMP’s and
OHP’s at mining operations which had implemented medical surveillance for RCS dust
exposure.
The research aimed to accept or reject the research propositions formulated from the
literature review. These results will be insightful to the industry stakeholders in the
SAMI to ensure that the COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance enables
monitoring of all the human organs that are affected. The results are especially
important in the process of enhancing health and safety and achieving zero harm in
the SAMI.
7.2 Summary of main findings
The system of medical surveillance
The survey results provided valuable insights into the clinical diagnosis methods
applied/utilized and/or available during standard medical surveillance currently in the
SAMI. It was confirmed that a medical surveillance system for RCS dust exposure is
in place in the SAMI and that the system is effective enough to monitor, control and
minimise the risk of exposure to RCS dust. This was evident in the operating practices
and procedures for medical screening and risk-based assessments as well as disease
management processes. Further evidence could be seen in the steady decline of
occupational diseases such as PTB, NIHL and Silicosis between 2013 and 2018 which
points to the effectiveness of administrative controls such as medical surveillance in
the SAMI.
It was confirmed that the only human organs included in the regulations for medical
surveillance of RCS dust exposure in the MHSAct and in the mandatory COP for
exposure to RCS dust are the lungs (cardiorespiratory).

The SAMI’s regulatory

framework is focused on detecting pneumoconiosis in the cardiorespiratory system
resulting from exposure to RCS dust exposure. The medical surveillance regulatory
framework has not provided guidelines on all other diseases that could potentially
result from RCS dust exposure such as Cor Pulmonale, CVD, CKD, ESRD, RA, SLE
and Multiple Scleroderma adversely affecting human organs such as the heart,
kidneys, skin, bones and brain.

The survey results showed that although the human organs such as the heart, eyes,
ears and kidneys are included in medical surveillance by participating mines, their
inclusion is mainly to examine fitness to perform work at a mine rather than for
purposes of exposure to RCS dust. It was therefore determined from the survey
results that although an RCS dust exposure medical surveillance system is in place in
the SAMI, it is not comprehensive enough to monitor all the human organs that are
potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust.
It was further confirmed that clinical diagnoses are conducted during initial (preplacement and baseline) medical examinations, periodic (routine and risk based)
medical examinations and exit medical examinations using standard medical
questionnaires, non-invasive screening procedures and disease management
protocols as guided in the MHSAct and mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure.
Periodic medical examinations are conducted annually and as frequent as bi-annually
or quarterly as necessitated by risk-based assessments.
The results were deemed to corroborate the literature base on RCS medical
surveillances globally although counter evidence surfaced showing that the mining
operations in the SAMI do not utilize non-invasive screening procedures such as
DLCO which is used in other countries such as Australian, Canada and the USA. It
was also confirmed that medical screening of the heart, kidneys, brain, bones and the
skin for purposes of RCS dust exposure is lacking in the SAMI contrary to the literature
base indicating that RCS dust exposure has the potential to affect the cardiovascular
system, the renal system and the autoimmune system.
Gap Analysis
The gap analysis presented insights in the gaps between the existing mandatory COP
for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance, the survey results and the literature base.
The analysis found no gaps in the mandatory COP for the system of RCS dust
exposure medical surveillance in the SAMI. The analysis showed that a system is in
place in the SAMI and that it is effective enough to address the minimum requirements
of a medical surveillance system capable to manage, control and eliminate exposure
to RCS dust.

Evidence of the effectiveness of RCS dust exposure medical

surveillance systems can be found in the data issued by the Minerals Council SA
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(2020) that there’s been a steady decline in cases of pneumoconiosis, i.e., PTB,
Silicosis and NIHL in the SAMI due to disease monitoring, control and management
system interventions implemented during the 2003 and 2014 MHSC milestones to
achieve zero harm.
Whether or not the system of medical surveillance for RCS dust exposure is effective
enough to monitor all organs adversely affected lies in the tests and screening
procedures that are conducted during initial/base, periodic and exit medical
examinations.
The analysis further shows that although a mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance is in place in the SAMI, it is not comprehensive enough to monitor
all the organs that are potentially affected by exposure to RCS dust. The regulatory
guidelines for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance only include the lungs and not
all other organs potentially affected, i.e., the heart, kidneys, skin, bones and brain.
Thus, a gap was found in the sense that the cardiovascular system (heart), the renal
system (kidneys) and the autoimmune system (the skin, bones and brain) are not
included in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust medical surveillance in the
SAMI.
With regards to the clinical diagnosis methods, the analysis determined that
initial/baseline, periodic and exit medical examinations are included in the existing
mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance and that the
examinations are comprehensive enough to only monitor cardiorespiratory organs and
not all other organs potentially affected by RCS dust exposure.
Gaps were found in the non-invasive tests such as CT scans, DLCO, sputum and skin
tests which are not included in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance for cardiorespiratory medical examinations. Invasive tests such
as tissue biopsy, and bronchoscopy tests are also not included in the mandatory COP
for cardiorespiratory medical examinations.
Additionally, a gap was found in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance for all medical examinations relating to the cardiovascular
system, the renal system and the autoimmune system which are not included for
monitoring. No other gaps were found in initial/baseline, periodic and exit medical

examinations in the existing mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical
surveillance.
Overall a clear and concise result was achieved from this study using the research
methodology implemented as proposed and intended.
7.3 Recommendations
On the basis of the findings of this research, the following recommendations are
proposed to the MHSC and its stakeholders to update and implement the revised
regulation and mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure medical surveillance in the
SAMI:
1. Regulation 11.7 of the MHSAct and the Mandatory COP for RCS dust
exposure (DMRE 16/3/2/4-A1) should be updated to include the following
examinations:
a) Cardiovascular examinations to detect Cor Pulmonale and CVD
b) Renal examinations to detect CKD and ESRD
c) Autoimmune examinations to detect RA, SLE and Multiple
Scleroderma
2. Propose that the Mandatory COP for RCS dust exposure (DMRE 16/3/2/4A1) be updated to recommend that Tissue Biopsy, DLCO test,
Bronchoscopy, CT scans, Sputum test and Skin test be added to the
existing cardiorespiratory tests for more enhanced medical screening of
pneumoconiosis.
7.4 Concluding remarks
The business environment of the SAMI is a huge contributor to GDP both locally and
internationally. While providing a large percentage of the country’s employment and
income, safety and disease continue to be a major challenge within the SAMI. Thus
stakeholders in the SAMI actively engage in occupational health and safety
interventions, such as medical surveillance, to minimize loss and achieve zero harm.
Even though the framework for the use of medical surveillance in the SAMI is readily
available, its ultimate effectiveness lies in the ability to conclusively monitor health and
safety thereby reducing harm. The results of this survey have provided insights into
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the latest adverse health effects of exposure to RCS dust as well as the gaps between
the existing mandatory COP and the desired COP in the SAMI.
Although this study focused on the comprehensiveness of the RCS dust exposure
medical surveillance system and found gaps in the existing mandatory COP, there is
plenty of room for further review of mandatory COP’s for exposure to other OHS risks
that are available in the SAMI.
7.5 Suggestions for further research
It is recommended that the Mandatory COP for the following medical surveillance
systems be reviewed for comprehensiveness to enable the realization of a zeroharm environment in the SAMI:
1. Noise System of Medical Surveillance.
2. Coal Dust System of Medical Surveillance.
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APPENDIX A – Introductory Letter

ANNEXURE 1 – Data Collection Framework (Questionnaire)

Data Collection Framework on Crystalline Silica
Dust Exposure Medical Surveillance System

Project Title:
Is the Current Crystalline Silica Dust Exposure
Medical Surveillance System in the SAMI
Comprehensive to Monitor all Organs Adverse
Health Outcomes?

Project Number:

MHSC Project CoE 190605
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1. GENERAL INFORMATION
1.1

Name of Mine

1.2

Mining Group

1.3

SAMRASS Mine Code

1.4

Main Commodity

1.5

Other Commodities Mined

1.6

1.8

Mine Type (Tick appropriate Underground
box)
Surface Operations
Refinery
Aquatic
Opencast
Surface Mining
Known hazards around mine
Physical hazards
Ergonomic/Mechanical hazards
Chemical hazards
Biological hazards
Psychological hazards
Other occupational health hazards
.e.g., TB, HIV/AIDS, etc.
Telephone Number

1.9

Physical Address

1.10

Number
of
employees

1.11

Number of contractors

1.7

Permanent

2. INITIAL MEDICAL EXAMINATION
2.1

What is your screening procedure?

2.2

Do you have a standard questionnaire?

2.3

What tests/examinations do you perform?

2.4

What Instruments do you use for testing/examinations?

2.5

Which body organs/parts do most of your tests target?

2.6

How are miners diagnosed with pre-existing health conditions
managed?
3. PERIODIC MEDICAL EXAMINATION
3.1

What is the frequency of medical surveillance tests?

3.2

Who is examined in the periodic test?

3.3

Where are the periodic tests done?

3.4

What is the screening procedure?

3.5

Do you have a standard questionnaire?

3.6

What tests/examinations do you routinely perform?

3.7

What Instruments do you use in these
tests/examinations?
Which body organs/parts are frequently assessed?

3.8
3.9

routine

How are miners suspected or diagnosed with disease or
infection, managed?

4. EXIT MEDICAL EXAMINATION
4.1

Do you have routine screening procedure for miners who leave
employment?

4.2

If so, do you have a standard questionnaire?

4.3

What tests/examinations do you routinely perform?

4.4

What Instruments do you use for testing/examinations?

4.5

Which body organs/parts are routinely assessed during an exit
examination?
How are miners suspected or diagnosed with disease or
infection, on exit examination managed?

4.6
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ANNEXURE 2 – Sample Medical Examination Templates
Pre-Employment Questionnaire and Biological Monitoring
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Respiratory Symptoms Questionnaire
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PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
Date:
NAME

SURNAME

ID NUMBER:

COMPANY

MEDICAL

JOB:

URINETEST:

DRUE TEST:

BP

PULSE

RBG

HEIGHT

WEIGHT

BMI

VISION: CORRECTED/UNCORRECTED
|R
ISCHIARA:
HORIZONTAL FIELDS R

L
L

OTOSCOPY:
AUDIO: CAT :

PLH

ABHL:

LFT

PAT

CXR

EDUCATION AND COUNSELLING:

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION:
Eyes:
Head face and Neck:
ENT:
Abdomen:
Chest:
Back:
Arms:
Legs:
Other:
FIT FOR WORK:

UNFIT FOR WORK:

FOLLOW UP:

FIT TO EXIT:

OHP

OMP

Notes:

DATE
DATE

B

NR

NL
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OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH MEDICAL EXAMINATION
Company Name:

Company No.

A

FAMILY HISTORY (MOTHER, FATHER, SIBLINGS)

1

Heart disease

2

High blood pressure

3

Diabetes

4

Asthma or allergies

5

Porphyria

6

Cancer

7

Tuberculosis

8

Stroke

9

Any other hereditary disease

10

Any family members deceased

B

MEDICAL HISTORY

11

Eye, Ear, Nose, or throat
Loss of
hearing, Chronic sinusitis, Otitis externa/media, Conjunctivitis, Corrective
glasses/Contact lenses, etc.

12

Cardiov a s c u l a r
Angina,
Heart attack, Palpitations, Anemia, High/Low Blood pressure, Varicose veins
Hemorrhoids, etc.

13

Pulmonary
COAD, Emphysema, Chronic bronchitis.

14

Digestive system
Stomach
ulcers, Hernias, Heartburn, Chronic diarrhea, Constipation, Gallbladder
Infection/Stones, Pancreas inflammation, Liver diseases, etc.

15
16
17

18

19

Tropical/Parasitic
Bilharzia, Tick bite fever etc.

25

NA

YES

NO

SPECIFY

NA

Skin
Eczema,
Psoriasis, Rash, etc.
Musculo skeletal
Rheumatism,
Gout, Arthritis, Osteoporosis, Fibrositis, Synovitis, Back problems, Joint
problems, Muscle problems, Fractures, Dislocation, Serious sprains, or strains.
etc.
Psychological
Mental/behavioral disorders, Depression, Psychosis, Neuroses, Hyperactive, Phobiasfear of heights/enclosed/open spaces etc., Substance
abuse rehabilitation

21

24

SPECIFY

Kidney, Bladder and reproductive system
Kidney
stones/infection, prostatitis, Chronic UTI, STI, etc.
Neurological
Epilepsy, Fits,
Convulsions, Paresthesia, Tremors, Lameness, Loss offeeling/sensation, etc.

Endocrine
Hyper/Hypo
Active Thyroid, Diabetes, Growth disorder, Hormonal disorder, etc.

23

NO

Asthma, PTB,

20

22

YES

Allergies

Malaria,
Medication,

Dust, Pollen, Food, Animals, Chemicals, Latex, etc.
Cancer, growth, tumor of any kind
Any other illness injury, operation, disorder, or Hospital admission not
covered above
e.g.\tearingHearing
Have you ever had problems with PPE
protectors, respirator, safety shoes etc.?
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YES NO

SOCIAL HISTORY
26

SPECIFY

N/A

Current or past social exposure to activities that could have a
negative impact on your hearing?
Shooting, loud music, Scuba diving, Stock car racing? Cabinet making,
etc.
Current smoker

27

Pipe - how often/day
Cigarettes - how many/day

28

Ex-smoker
What year did you quit?

29

Any hobbies that could have an effect on your health
YES

FEMALE HISTORY
30

Currently pregnant

31

Previous pregnancies

NO

REMARKS

N/A

How many
Were all full-time pregnancies?
32

Regular Menstrual cycle?

33

Pap smear in last 3 years?

34

Currently on Family planning 2
ROUTINE MEDICAL HISTORY

E
34

Operations

35

Illnesses/diseases

36

Injuries

37

Hazards

,
"
YES NO

YES NO

YES NO

I hereby declare that the information supplied by me on this form is correct according to the
best of my knowledge and belief
Signature:

Date:

YES NO

HEAD, FACE, SCALP AND NECK

Normal Abnormal

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Status of head, face scalp and neck:
RESPIRATORY

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Status of respiratory system
CARDIOVASCULAR

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Signs of heart failure
ABDOMEN

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal! Normal Abnormal

Signs

GENITO URINARY SYSTEM

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Status of Genito Urinary System
NEUROLOGICAL SYSTEM
Nervous System:

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal| Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Mental state

Normal /\abnorma Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal
l

SPINE AND MUSCOLOSKELETAL
Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal
Joints and bones:

Spinal Colum:

Upper extremity:
Lower extremity:
Status of Muscles

Normal

Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Normal

Abnor
mal

Normal

Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Normal

Abnor
mal

Normal

Abnormal Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

Normal

Abnor
mal

Spinal Colum:
Upper extremity:

Lower extremity:
Reflexes

Upper extremity:
Lower extremity
Abdominal:
Legs:
SKIN AND APPENDAGES

Medically fit
Medically unfit
Fit with restrictions
Fit with follow up
Exit examination
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N

Biological Monitoring

93

Hematology

94

Biochemistry

95

Toxicology

86

Other

0

Radiography
Normal Chest x-ray

Yes

No

N/D

Yes No

N/D Yes No

N/D

Yes

No N/D

Non Occ Health Abnormality

Yes

No

ID

Yes No

N/D Yes No

NBD

Yes

No NBD

Pleural disease

Yes

No

N/D

Yes No

N/D Yes No

N/D

Yes

No N/D

ILO Score

Comments:
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